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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

Understanding Risk Preference and Perception 

in Sequential Choice 

 

by 

 

Elizabeth Compton Webb 

Doctor of Philosophy in Management 

University of California, Los Angeles, 2014 

Professor Suzanne Bliven Shu, Chair 

 

The current research investigates consumer risk-taking in a dynamic setting—looking at 

choices made in a temporal sequence and for risks that cover several domains (financial, ethical, 

health/safety, social and recreational). Chapter 1 focuses on how risk-taking in this setting can 

lead to the use of categorization rules to determine behavior. The results demonstrate that 

individuals are more likely to take risks that are from the same category as risks they have 

already taken (compared to risks that are from different categories).  

Chapter 1 demonstrates that individuals are more likely to take risks when they are 

aggregated together, and categorization is one rule under which this aggregation can occur. 

While categorization leads to risk-seeking for risks from the same category, the more general 

question of why aggregation leads to greater risk-taking still remains. The extant literature on 

sequential risk-taking has not provided a clear mechanism for differences in risk-taking for 
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prospects considered in a set versus prospects considered in isolation. There are two distinct 

theories—choice bracketing and construal level theory—that are both conceptually and 

empirically similar. Chapter 2 compares these two theories in order to disentangle their effects 

and see if there is any overlap between them. 

Taken together, this work expands our understanding of risk-taking over time and across 

domains. This can allow us to better predict and understand risk-taking behavior in a more 

realistic choice setting. 
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Abstract 

While categorization has been applied to many consumer choice settings, the potential 

effect of categorization rules on consumer risk-taking has not been evaluated. We examine how 

perceived similarity between sequential risks can affect consumers’ risk-taking behavior. We 

find that in sequential choice settings, consumers are more likely to take a risk if it matches the 

category of a prior risk relative to when it does not match the category of a prior risk. Similarity 

can be determined by different characteristics of a risk, and we show that manipulating similarity 

through framing can change risk-taking likelihood. Finally, we establish that this positive 

category match effect is jointly mediated by perceptions of similarity and feelings of expertise. 

Our findings hold even controlling for risk perception and other differences across risk types 

(e.g., severity, outcomes). The results demonstrate that categorization can be applied to 

consumer sequential risk-taking, and that risk category is a significant input in the decision to 

take a risk. 
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Introduction 

Much research has been done on how consumers consider and assess risky and uncertain 

prospects (Folkes 1988; Sheth and Venkatesan 1968; Bauer 1960; Mandel 2003; Campbell and 

Goodstein 2001). To date, most, though certainly not all, of this research has pertained to 

gambles or financial risks taken in isolation (Fox and See 2003; Kahneman and Tversky 1979; 

Payne 2005). When sequential risks are considered, the literature has focused primarily on 

identical risks, such as repeated financial gambles (Gneezy and Potters 1997; Benartzi and 

Thaler 1999; Klos, Weber, and Weber 2005). More recent research has expanded the risk 

literature to other risk domains such as recreational, social, and ethical risks (E. U. Weber, Blais, 

and Betz 2002; Blais and Weber 2006). While this research has demonstrated that differences in 

risk-taking across domains is attributable to domain-specific individual differences in risk 

perception, little research has looked at how risk domains may interact in a dynamic choice 

setting. In other words, when consumers consider sequential risky prospects, is risk domain a 

determinant in the decision to take new risks? We propose that risk domains may act as 

categories, defining relationships between risks across time. Using findings from the literature on 

categorization, we demonstrate that consumers are more likely to take matching category risks 

over time compared to different-category risks, even controlling for perceived risk and other 

factors such as outcomes, perceived control, severity of consequences, and self-perception. 

Furthermore, we show that this category match effect is driven by consumers’ perceptions of 

similarity between risks and feelings of expertise. 

Components of Categorization 

We know from the literature on categorization and mental accounting that consumers 
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spontaneously categorize objects and events (Mervis and Rosch 1981; Rosch et al. 1976; 

Henderson and Peterson 1992; Thaler 1985; Thaler 1999). This categorization can help 

consumers mentally organize products or purchase opportunities in order to make consumption 

choices (Kahn and Wansink 2004; Morales et al. 2005; Simonson, Nowlis, and Lemon 1993; 

Ülkümen, Chakravarti, and Morwitz 2010). A key component of categorization is that consumers 

create the categories based on self-determined rules of similarity and matching (Henderson and 

Peterson 1992). According to categorization theories, a category exists whenever two or more 

distinct objects or events are treated equally (Mervis and Rosch 1981). This equivalent treatment 

can include performing the same action on different objects classified under the same category, 

or labeling distinct items with the same name. At their most basic level, categories are created to 

maximize within-category similarity relative to between-category similarity (Mervis and Rosch 

1981). Thus, categories can be thought of as malleable and changing in response to situational or 

contextual variables.  

Using this general conceptualization of categorization processes, we propose that when 

consumers encounter a risk-taking opportunity, they categorize it based on perceived similarity 

between the current opportunity and other previously taken risks. Risks are likely impacted by 

categorization rules through affect and associative processing. Previous literature on risk-taking 

has postulated that pathways of activation for risks follow principles of similarity as well as 

temporal contiguity (Loewenstein et al. 2001). This suggests that the stronger the association 

between two risks, the more likely it is that the activation of one risk will pass to the other. The 

strength of association is determined by in part by similarity, which also drives categorization.  
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Risk Domain as an Input to Categorization 

Recent research has identified several specific domains of risk: financial (which includes 

both gambling and investment risks), health/safety, recreational, ethical and social (Blais and 

Weber 2006; E. U. Weber, Blais, and Betz 2002; Holtgrave and Weber 1993). These domains 

inherently suggest that different types of risk can be categorized and treated with distinction. In 

fact, risk-taking has been found to be highly domain-specific at the individual level. Individuals’ 

risk perceptions vary by domain and these differences in risk perceptions account for differences 

in behavior (E. U. Weber, Blais, and Betz 2002). However, little research has been done to 

investigate how these domains may interact over time or across choices—specifically, whether 

prior risk-taking in one domain may affect the willingness to take risks in other domains. It may 

be that the domain in which a prior risk is taken affects assessments of subsequent risks above 

and beyond risk perception. For this reason, consumers may be more or less willing to take risks 

in a given domain not because of changes in perceived risk, but rather because of prior risk-

taking within that specific domain. 

Assuming risks from the same domain are seen as more similar to each other than to risks 

from different domains, we propose that if a risk is taken in one domain, the domain of that risk 

will affect risk-taking for subsequent risky decisions. If the prior risk changes an individual’s 

assessment of perceived risk for risks from the same domain, then the effect is fully explained by 

the risk perception to risk-taking link documented in Weber et al. (2002). If, however, the prior 

risk affects risk-taking even when controlling for risk perception, this suggests that consumers 

are influenced by situational factors, such as perceived similarity or categorization, that are 

separate from perceived risk. In combining the findings of domain-specificity and categorization, 

we hypothesize that consumers track risk according to risk category and act differently as risks 
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are categorized together into one choice set (as determined by similarity). This effect will hold 

even controlling for risk perception. We will use risk domain as a proxy for risk category, as 

risks from one domain are generally more similar to each other than to risks from other domains. 

Effects of Sequential Choice on Risk Taking 

 Considering choices that are grouped together (e.g., in a sequence across time) leads to 

different outcomes than when considering choices in isolation (Read, Loewenstein, and Rabin 

1999; Read et al. 2001; Fox, Ratner, and Lieb 2005; Haisley, Mostafa, and Loewenstein 2008). 

Prior research has demonstrated that combining risky choices together has specific effects on 

ensuing behavior. In particular, combining risky choices together leads to an increase in the 

willingness to take on risk and leads to a reduced use of heuristic strategies (Wedell and 

Böckenholt 1994; Read, Loewenstein, and Rabin 1999; Moher and Koehler 2010). The typical 

explanation for these results is that combining risky choices together into one decision set can 

shift the focus from very specific characteristics, such as losses, to more global characteristics 

such as aspiration levels or emotional goals (Read, Loewenstein, and Rabin 1999). A specific 

application of this can be seen in the well-documented phenomenon of myopic loss aversion. 

According to research in this area, when investors consider investment choices in isolation, they 

tend to focus on and overweight losses as a result. If, however, they are forced to consider 

several choices together over time, they focus less on losses and more on the overall outcome 

distribution, thus attenuating loss aversion (Benartzi and Thaler 1995; Thaler et al. 1997). 

 Categorization across risky choices is thus a form of selective aggregation: certain 

choices are integrated (versus segregated) because they are seen as similar to each other. This 

connection between two choices leads to a combination or aggregation of the risky choices, 
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which can lead to increased risk-taking or tolerance. In this sense, categorization is a way to 

better understand which choices are combined together and which are not. This also means that 

introducing a category through a prior risk-taking experience directly affects subsequent risk-

taking behavior by setting up the reference point for the categorization process. 

Similarity and Risk-Taking 

While similarity and categorization allow for the aggregation of risks across time, and 

this aggregation can increase willingness to take on additional risk, it is not immediately clear 

why similarity between risks can increase risk-taking. In other words, why do consumers want to 

continue taking more similar risks rather than less similar risks? This seems in direct 

contradiction to other findings that both suggest (as a normative rule) and document 

diversification in the face of risk (Read and Loewenstein 1995; Read, Loewenstein, and 

Kalyanaraman 1999; Read, Loewenstein, and Rabin 1999; Markowitz 1952; Benartzi and Thaler 

2001). When contemplating a risk that is similar to a risk that has already been taken, beliefs 

related to the risk or the person taking the risk may change. For example, it's possible that taking 

a risk of one type leads to increased risk-taking for future risks of the same type because of 

inferences made about risk preferences based on self-perception. Research on self-perception has 

found that people develop their attitudes by observing their own behavior and then inferring what 

attitudes must have caused the behavior or preference (Bem 1972). 

Another possibility is that taking a risk leads a consumer to feel as if he/she is more 

familiar with or has more knowledge about that kind of risk as a result. This increased familiarity 

or knowledge can then increase risk-taking (Langer 1975; Slovic, Fischoff, and Lichtenstein 

1985; Holtgrave and Weber 1993; Figner and Weber 2011). For example, past research has 
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found that feelings of familiarity can change subjective feelings about risk (Slovic, Fischoff, and 

Lichtenstein 1985; Slovic, Fischoff, and Lichtenstein 1986; Loewenstein and Mather 1990) and 

that consumers prefer objects that are more familiar (Zajonc and Markus 1982; Campbell and 

Goodstein 2001).This suggests that taking a risk from one category may make consumers feel as 

if they are more familiar with or more knowledgeable about risks from that category in general. 

This increased feeling of familiarity and/or knowledge about a risk then increases the willingness 

to take that risk. 

Yet another possibility is that taking a risk of a specific type may make consumers feel as 

if they are “better” at taking those types of risks generally. In other words, consumers may feel 

as if their past experience makes them experts at risk-taking in that category. This feeling of 

expertise or overconfidence then serves to increase risk-taking behavior. We know from research 

on the illusion of control, overconfidence, and self-efficacy, that perceptions of expertise related 

to a risk can increase the willingness to take on that risk as a result (Golec and Tamarkin 1995; 

Langer 1975; Griffin and Tversky 1992). Thus, feelings of expertise could also be a possible 

mechanism for any categorization-based effects. 

Finally, when considering sequential risky choices, prior decisions can impact future 

decisions through feelings related to self-control. Specifically, taking a risk before may make 

consumers feel as if it is psychologically less costly to take another risk than if no prior risk has 

been taken. This is similar to a “what-the-heck” effect, which has been documented in other self-

control behaviors such as dieting or exercising (Cochran and Tesser 1996). It is not clear from 

the literature whether this effect implies that breaking a self-control rule in one domain of risk 

leads to increased risk-taking only for risks from that single domain, or for any and all risks. 

However, we can measure feelings related to self-control and test whether they change with the 
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degree of similarity between risks. 

Ultimately, sequential risk-taking makes it possible that several different perceptual and 

situational dynamics are affecting risk-taking behavior. While we posit that categorization, 

driven by perceived similarity, is a situational factor that affects risk-taking behavior, we also 

believe that similarity between risks can simultaneously affect perceptions or beliefs about those 

risks or the risk-taker him/herself, which can also serve to change risk-taking behavior. 

Overview 

We present five experiments that test specific aspects of categorization that affect 

consumer risk-taking. Two pilot studies demonstrate that individuals do consider some risks as 

more or less similar to each other and naturally create categories based on this perceived 

similarity. Study 1 uses choices over real risks to demonstrate the main effect categorization has 

on risk-taking for subsequent risks. Study 2 evaluates the mechanisms behind this category 

match effect, confirming that the significant positive effect of categorization on risk-taking is 

jointly mediated by perceived similarity and feelings of expertise. Study 2 also demonstrates that 

the category match effect holds even controlling for several important risk-related dimensions 

(e.g., outcomes, severity of the consequences). Study 3 extends the category match effect by 

manipulating similarity through framing to demonstrate that risk-taking behavior can be affected 

by changing perceived similarity/categorization. Results from all five studies confirm that 

consumers consider risks according to specific categories and treat out-of-category risks 

differently from those in the same category. 
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Pilot 1A and Pilot 1B: Establishing Risk Categories 

In two pilot studies we show that consumers do categorize risks and see relationships 

between risks based on similarity. While the research on categorization and mental accounting 

demonstrates that consumers spontaneously categorize objects that they encounter, it is not 

immediately obvious from this research that risky activities naturally lend themselves to such 

categorization. Although no research to-date has shown that risks are prospectively categorized 

in a choice setting, we hypothesize that the domain-specificity of risk does imply some potential 

for categorization over risky choices, such that consumers determine categories and similarity 

between risks in a forward-looking manner. In Pilot 1A we will show that participants naturally 

determine categories for different risky activities and these categories generally overlap with the 

domains established in Weber et al.’s (2002) work. In Pilot 1B, we measure perceived similarity 

to illustrate which risky activities group together based on this measure. Pilot 1B corroborates 

the findings of Pilot 1A by demonstrating that risky activities group together based on similarity. 

Method 

Pilot 1A 

 Participants were 76 individuals recruited through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk 

(“MTurk”) (Mage = 33.4 years, 42.1% female). Participants completed the study online and were 

paid for their participation. All participants were given a group of forty risky activities across 

five predicted domains: financial, recreational, ethical, social, and health/safety. These risks are 

taken primarily from the domain-specific risk-taking scale (DOSPERT) (E. U. Weber, Blais, and 

Betz 2002; Blais and Weber 2006). Participants were given instructions asking them to group 

together the activities by similarity, with similarity being defined as a personal judgment. 
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Participants were told to use as many or as few groups as they deemed necessary—thus, if they 

thought none of the activities were similar they would have forty different groups. Participants 

were then asked for their age and gender before completing the survey. The instructions and 

risky activities used for Pilot 1A are available in the Online Supplemental Materials. 

 As an attention check, we included two risks that were identical in the list of forty 

(betting on horse races). Participants that did not group these two activities together were 

dropped from the analysis. This left 52 participants (Mage = 35.3 years, 44.2% female). The mean 

and median category numbers discussed below are not significantly different whether the 

excluded participants are kept in the analyses or not. 

Pilot 1B 

 Participants were 75 individuals recruited through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk 

(“MTurk”) (Mage = 34.6 years, 45.3% female). Participants who had completed Pilot 1A were 

prevented from also participating in Pilot 1B. Participants completed the study online and were 

paid for their participation. All participants were asked to rate the similarity between pairs of 

risky activities. There were a total of twenty risky activities and participants rated similarity on a 

scale from 0 (“Completely Different”) to 100 (“Identical – No Difference”) for all possible 

comparisons between the full set of activities. As in Pilot 1A, these risks were taken primarily 

from the DOSPERT and were a subset of those used in Pilot 1A (E. U. Weber, Blais, and Betz 

2002; Blais and Weber 2006). Participants were also asked to provide their age and gender upon 

completing the survey. The instructions and risky activities used for Pilot 1B are available in the 

Online Supplemental Materials. 
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Results and Discussion 

Pilot 1A 

If participants perceived all of the risky activities as being similar simply because they 

involve risk, then we would expect to see an average number of categories created near one. 

Conversely, if participants saw all of the risky activities as being dissimilar, then we would 

expect to see an average number of categories created near 39. The results are summarized as a 

histogram of categories created and displayed in Figure 1. This figure shows that neither of these 

situations holds. Rather, participants created an average of 8.40 and a median of 7 categories (the 

minimum number of categories created was 1, and the maximum was 24). These results confirm 

that participants do see similarity between risky activities and find it natural to categorize some 

risks together with others. Importantly, the presence of risk alone is not an overriding rule for 

categorization, otherwise all risky activities would be categorized together. Instead, participants 

seem to see more fine-grained characteristics on which to determine similarity and categorization 

across risky activities. 

Another important finding from Pilot 1A is that the risk categories created by participants 

closely coincide with the risk domains defined by Weber et al. (2002). In the DOSPERT, the 

authors identify five domains of risk. In our results, participants, on average, identify 8. A closer 

look at the data reveals that many of the risks that are most often grouped together also fall under 

the same domain. For example, riding a motorcycle without a helmet, which is defined as a 

health/safety risk by Weber et al. (2002), is most frequently grouped with: riding a bicycle 

without a helmet (81% of participants), not wearing a seatbelt while driving in a car (69% of 

participants), going down a ski run that is beyond your ability (58% of participants), walking 

home alone at night (54% of participants), and not wearing sunscreen while outside (46% of 
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participants). All of these risks, except the skiing risk, are also placed in the health/safety domain 

under the DOSPERT (the skiing risk is defined as recreational). This confirms that risks from the 

same domain are generally seen as similar to each other, which will be a key assumption for 

some of our later studies. 

Pilot 1B 

 In Pilot 1B we explicitly measure perceived similarity between risky activities to 

determine which risks are seen as most similar and cluster together based on this measurement. 

To visually depict our results, we created a perceptual map shown in Figure 2. This map is 

constructed using multi-dimensional scaling with k (the number of dimensions) equal to two. 

 As illustrated in Figure 2, some risks clearly appear more similar to each other than 

others, as shown by the distance between different points (risks). For example, betting on the 

outcome of a sporting event and investing in a speculative stock are deemed to be very similar, 

while betting on the outcome of a sporting event and scuba diving in the open ocean are seen as 

relatively dissimilar. In line with Pilot 1A, Pilot 1B confirms that individuals see risks as more or 

less similar to each other. Pilot 1B shows a clear visual representation of what risks are deemed 

as relatively more similar, while Pilot 1A demonstrates how this determination of similarity 

results in the formation of different risk categories. We will use the findings from Pilots 1A and 

1B to show how similarity and categorization between risky choices affects subsequent risk-

taking behavior in Studies 1 through 3. 

Study 1: Risk Categorization with Real Risks 

Study 1 examines how the categorization among risks displayed in the pilot studies affects 

risk-taking behavior for real risky choices. While the pilot studies demonstrate that individuals 
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do indeed see natural categories for risks based on perceived similarity, they do not look at 

whether this categorization significantly affects risk-taking behavior. To investigate whether risk 

categorization is used as an input in the decision to take a risk or not, we exposed participants to 

actual risks across three domains: financial, ethical, and health/safety. We employed an incentive 

compatible elicitation procedure for risk preferences and then, based on a participant’s responses, 

offered him/her the chance to take one of the risks in real life.  

We manipulated similarity between risks using the risk domains established in previous work 

(E. U. Weber, Blais, and Betz 2002). Thus, two risks from the same domain are assumed to be 

more similar to each other than two risks from different domains. While this is an assumption in 

our study design, the results of the pilot studies were reassuring in that they found clear overlap 

between perceived similarity, the categories created by participants, and the domains established 

in Weber et al. (2002). For this reason, we use these previously defined domains as our risk 

categories (thus, the terms “domain” and “category” are used interchangeably below).  

In the first part of the study, participants are asked to describe a time they took a risk in a 

given domain (financial, ethical, or health/safety). This writing task establishes the first risk in 

the decisional sequence, and we refer to this risk as the “prior risk.” Again, the category of this 

prior risk is determined through the random assignment of one of the three risk domains. We 

then ask all participants to rate their likelihood of taking each of four subsequent risks. These 

subsequent risks are from all three domains (financial, ethical, and health/safety). Subsequent 

risks that are from the same domain as the domain of the prior risk should be seen as more 

similar than subsequent risks that are from a different domain. Once risks are combined together 

using rules of categorization, we expect to see a significant increase in the willingness to take a 
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risk when it is similar to a previous risk than when it is not. We term this the category match 

effect.  

Method 

Participants were 119 individuals at a large public university (Mage = 21.2 years, 66.1% 

female). One participant failed to complete the entire study and was dropped from the analyses 

described below. Participants completed the study in a lab and were paid $5 for their 

participation. Since one of the subsequent risks involved potential exposure to a low-voltage 

electric shock, all participants were screened for preexisting health conditions that would make 

them ineligible to receive the shock. Individuals that were ineligible were still paid but were not 

allowed to participate in the study.  

After the screening and consent process was completed, participants were endowed with 

a full-size candy bar, which served as collateral for participation in later risky activities. This 

candy bar was in addition to the monetary compensation provided. After choosing a candy bar, 

participants were randomly assigned to one of three prior risk conditions: Financial, Ethical, or 

Health/Safety. Participants were then asked to write one page describing a time they took a risk 

in the assigned domain/category. Participants were asked to describe what the experience of 

taking this risk was like, how they felt during the experience, and what they thought about. The 

instructions did not ask participants to describe any outcomes or to define the experience in a 

positive or negative way. 

After completing the writing task, all participants were presented with the second part of 

the survey, which was a questionnaire asking them to rate the likelihood that they would take 

each of four risks: one financial risk, one ethical risk, and two health/safety risks. The likelihood 
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scale was a seven-point scale ranging from 1 (“Extremely Unlikely”) to 7 (“Extremely Likely”) 

(Blais and Weber 2006). For the likelihood questionnaire we used an incentive compatible 

elicitation procedure wherein we told participants that they should be as truthful as possible 

because they would be presented with the opportunity to actually take a risk dependent upon 

their responses to the likelihood questions. Specifically, we told participants we would randomly 

select a number from one to four, which corresponded to the questions on the questionnaire. If a 

participant indicated a value on the likelihood scale greater than or equal to four for that 

question, he/she would be shown the risk materials and asked whether or not he/she actually 

wanted to take the risk. After completing the likelihood questions, but before completing the 

lottery task, participants also provided risk perception ratings for each of the risks using the 

seven-point risk perception scale from the DOSPERT, ranging from 1 (“Not at all Risky”) to 7 

(“Extremely Risky”). Only responses on the likelihood scale were used for the lottery task.  

The real subsequent risks we used for the study are described here and summarized in 

Table 1. For the financial risk, we gave each participant $2 to gamble with in exchange for their 

endowed candy bar. Based on the flip of a fair quarter, a participant could win an additional $2 

(for a total bonus payment of $4) or lose the $2 they used to enter the gamble. For the ethical 

risk, participants were asked whether they wanted to play a prisoner’s dilemma-type game in 

which they would have to choose an unethical action in order to potentially do better in the 

game. Participants taking this risk were shown a card with instructions explaining the game and 

the potential payoffs. Participants could win one, two or zero candy bars and they could lose up 

to one candy bar depending on their choice and the choice of the other player. After reading the 

instructions, a participant was shown the front side of a card with information about the other 

player (initials, age, year in school, gender, and hometown) as filled out by the last participant. 
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The participant was then asked to circle his/her choice (“Cooperate” or “Defect”), was shown the 

actual choice made by the last player, and finally was given the payout determined by the payoff 

matrix.  

For the health/safety domain we used two risks. One of the health/safety risks was using a 

laser pointer toy that had a 50% chance of delivering a low-voltage electric shock. Participants 

exposed to this risk were shown the laser pointer, which had two buttons—one that operated the 

toy as a laser pointer, and one that delivered a low-voltage electric shock—and were told how it 

works but not which button delivered the shock. Participants who agreed to take this risk were 

handed the laser pointer toy and asked to point it at the wall while pressing one of the buttons. 

The second health/safety risk was sampling a red beverage made with cochineal extract, an 

FDA-approved red dye that is created from the crushed bodies of dead scale insects (in reality, 

the beverage we used did not contain any cochineal extract because there is a small chance of 

allergic reaction in the general population). Participants who took this risk were given an one-

ounce sample of the beverage and were asked to drink the whole sample.  

 For each prior risk category (Financial, Ethical, or Health/Safety), there is one (two for 

the Health/Safety condition) follow-up risk(s) in the likelihood questionnaire that is (are) from 

the same category, and should thus be the most similar to the prior risk. For example, the coin 

toss game should be perceived as more similar to the risks described by participants in the 

Financial prior risk condition than to risks described by participants in the Health/Safety 

condition. Of the four follow-up risks, we hypothesize that a participant will be more likely to 

take a subsequent risk(s) when it is more similar to the prior risk (category match) than when it is 

less similar to the prior risk (no category match). If categorization has no effect on risk-taking, 
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then we should see no difference in risk-taking likelihood dependent on the prior risk category 

assignment. The materials used for Study 1 can be found in the Online Supplemental Materials. 

Results and Discussion 

 96% of participants who indicated a positive likelihood of taking the risk selected in the 

lottery task took the actual risk, confirming that our risk likelihood measure was reflective of real 

preferences and that the elicitation procedure we used was incentive compatible. The results 

discussed below are pooled by prior risk category unless otherwise noted.  

 A main effects analysis of the data shows that participants are more likely to take 

subsequent risks if they are in a category that matches the prior risk for two out of the three 

domains used. Participants are more likely to take ethical and financial risks that are more similar 

to previously taken ethical and financial risks, respectively (MCategoryMatch = 3.97 vs. 

MNoCategoryMatch = 3.18, p < .06 for the ethical domain, and MCategoryMatch = 4.86 vs. MNoCategoryMatch 

= 3.81, p < .01 for the financial domain). In other words, if a participant described taking a 

financial (ethical) prior risk, he/she is more likely to take another financial (ethical) risk than if 

he/she described taking a health/safety or ethical (health/safety or financial) risk. However, this 

predicted category match effect does not hold for the health/safety domain: participants in this 

condition are significantly less likely to take the subsequent health/safety risks when they have 

described taking a health/safety risk previously (MCategoryMatch = 2.79 vs. MNoCategoryMatch = 4.86, p 

< .001). This reverse effect for the health/safety domain is unexpected and is explored further 

below. 

To further assess the impact of prior risk category on risk-taking likelihood, we ran an 

OLS regression of risk-taking likelihood on a dummy variable for category match (0 = category 
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of the subsequent risk did not match the category of the prior risk, 1 = category of the subsequent 

risk matched the category of the prior risk), an indicator variable for the Health/Safety condition 

(1 = Health/Safety condition, 0 = all other conditions), an interaction between the category match 

dummy variable and the Health/Safety condition indicator variable, risk perception, and 

participant demographics (age and gender). This regression is summarized in Table 2. As the 

results from the regression show, similarity (represented as a match between the domain of the 

prior risk and the domain of the subsequent risk) has a significant positive simple effect on risk-

taking likelihood (𝛽 = 0.71, SE = 0.23, p = .002). Participants are significantly more likely to 

take a risk when it is similar to a prior risk than when it is dissimilar to a prior risk for risks that 

are financial or ethical in nature. However, the category match effect is qualified by a significant 

negative interaction between the indicator for the Health/Safety condition (health/safety prior 

risk category) and the category match dummy variable (𝛽 = -2.56, SE = 0.38, p < .001). This 

suggests a reverse effect for the health/safety domain, such that participants are less likely to 

continue taking health/safety risks after having taken a prior health/safety risk. The effects of 

category match and the interaction term hold even controlling for the significant negative effect 

of risk perception (𝛽 = -0.54, SE = 0.05, p < .001). This suggests that categorization and 

similarity affect risk preferences even controlling for any separate effects these variables may 

have on subjective risk beliefs. This also suggests that while risk perception is an important input 

in the decision to take a risk, other situational factors also impact risk-taking.  

Again, as with the main effects analysis, the significant negative coefficient on the 

interaction term was surprising as we did not predict a differential effect by risk category 

(domain). The significant negative coefficient on the interaction term means that participants are 

significantly less likely to take health/safety risks if they consider a prior health/safety (versus a 
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prior risk in the ethical or financial categories). This finding could be attributable to a failure in 

how we a priori categorized the health/safety risks; in other words, we expected the subsequent 

risks we used in the questionnaire to be similar to what participants were prompted to write about 

as prior risks, but participants may not have agreed. 

In order to further investigate this unexpected finding for the health/safety category, we 

ran a post-test measuring perceived similarity between the most common risks participants wrote 

about across all prior risk categories (financial, ethical, and health/safety) and the risks that we 

used for the risk likelihood questionnaire. This post-test is similar to Pilot 1B. By doing this, we 

can confirm whether the risks we used for each category were actually perceived as similar to the 

risks that participants tended to write about. If these risks are rated as highly similar or at a level 

of perceived similarity comparable to that found for the other categories (ethical and financial), 

then this suggests that there is something unique to health/safety-type risks that leads to a 

different impact of similarity on risk-taking behavior. If, however, perceived similarity is 

significantly lower for the most commonly written about health/safety risks and the health/safety 

risks used in the likelihood questionnaire (drinking juice with cochineal extract and using a laser 

pointer toy that had a 50% chance of delivering a low-voltage electric shock), this suggests that 

our a priori categorization and manipulation of similarity was not effective. In other words, our 

design may have failed to appropriately manipulate similarity and that is why there is a reversal 

for the effect. This would also suggest that there is not a failure in our theory, but rather a failure 

in the operationalization of our theory in this experimental context. 

To assess similarity between the risks that participants wrote about in Study 1 and the 

risks we used for the subsequent risks in the likelihood questionnaire, we had a separate sample 

of 50 students from a large public university (Mage = 20.5 years, 80.0% female) provide similarity 
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ratings between thirteen risky activities. These activities were the four subsequent risks used in 

the likelihood questionnaire, and the three most frequently cited risks for each prior risk. These 

prior risks were: cheating on an exam, taking credit for work that was done by someone else, and 

shoplifting (ethical category); purchasing a lottery ticket, betting in a poker game, and going to a 

casino (financial category); and drinking heavily at a social function, walking home alone at 

night, and not wearing a seatbelt while driving (health/safety category).  

The results from this post-test are illustrated as a perceptual map in Figure 3, with 

different risk categories represented by different shapes. Points that are closer together in Figure 

3 are perceived as more similar by participants. The risks from the financial and ethical 

categories cluster relatively closely together, while the risks from the health/safety category are 

somewhat more dispersed. More specifically, the health/safety risks taken from participants in 

Study 1 (drinking heavily, walking home alone at night, no seatbelt) cluster closely together, 

while the risks we used for the subsequent likelihood questionnaire (laser pointer, cochineal 

extract) are relatively far away from this cluster. This suggests that participants in Study 1 did 

not see the health/safety category risks we used for the subsequent risks as actually being very 

similar to the prior risks that they wrote about in the prompt. If similarity drives categorization, 

then it is possible that participants did not categorize the risks they wrote about with the risks 

provided to them in the likelihood questionnaire for the health/safety condition. For this reason, 

we should not expect to see a positive coefficient on the category match variable for 

health/safety-type risks since the risks we used were not seen as actually being similar to the 

risks most participants thought of when asked to describe prior health/safety risks. 

If we look at the untransformed similarity ratings, we also see a significant difference by 

risk category. The average similarity rating between the financial risks written about by Study 1 
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participants and the financial risk used in the risk likelihood questionnaire (coin toss game) was 

55.97 (SD = 21.5, min = 15, max = 98.3); while for the ethical category the average was 57.63 

(SD = 25.2, min = 0, max = 98.7). Conversely, the average similarity rating between the 

health/safety risks written about in Study 1 and the health/safety risks used in the likelihood 

questionnaire (laser toy with low-voltage electric shock, drinking beverage with cochineal 

extract) was significantly lower: 27.14 (SD = 19.1, min = 0, max = 66.7) (ps < .001). Finally, 

while the similarity ratings for the health/safety risks were significantly lower than those for the 

financial and ethical risks, there was not a significant difference between perceived similarity for 

the financial and ethical risks (p > .10). Again, this can help explain why there was a significant 

negative interaction between category match and the health/safety category, resulting in a 

decrease in risk-taking for subsequent risks in the health/safety category, but an increase in risk-

taking for subsequent risks in the financial and ethical categories. 

While some of our findings from Study 1 were unexpected, the results clearly show that 

if individuals use similarity to group risks together by category (domain), they will be 

increasingly likely to take risks perceived to be from the same category. Study 1 takes our theory 

one step further than the pilot studies by showing that not only do consumers categorize risks and 

see similarities/dissimilarities between risk-taking activities, but also they prospectively use this 

categorization to determine risk-taking behavior. One shortcoming of Study 1 is that we used a 

priori category labels based on risk domains without ensuring that the risks we used for the prior 

and subsequent risk from a given category were actually seen as similar. In Study 2 we explicitly 

measure perceived similarity to show that it is in fact similarity between risks that is driving the 

category match effect. 
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Study 2: Risk Categorization Mechanism 

In the pilot studies and Study 1, we establish that consumers consider risks as falling into 

natural categories based on similarity, and that a category match between risks has a significant 

positive effect on risk-taking. The results suggest that consumers are significantly more likely to 

take same-category risks in a sequence (compared to risks from different categories). In the 

previous studies, we manipulate similarity through domain but do not directly measure similarity 

between risky choices. In Study 2, we directly measure perceived similarity and show that 

similarity mediates the domain-based category effect from Study 1.  

As discussed before, it is possible that similarity may affect risk-taking by changing 

perceptions or beliefs about the subsequent risks. To see whether this is the case, we measure 

feelings of knowledge, control, expertise, familiarity, self-perception, and self-control to 

investigate whether any of these are also mediating the category match effect. In other words, 

individuals may find more similar risks more familiar; they may feel that they have more 

knowledge or expertise about more similar risks; or they may feel as if they have more control 

over more similar risks compared to less similar risks. Finally, it’s possible that categorization 

increases risk-taking through self-perception (individuals believe taking a previous risk from a 

given category suggests they are the type of person that likes/prefers taking risks of that type in 

general) or self-control (individuals believe that taking a specific prior risk breaks a self-control 

rule related to risk-taking and makes subsequent risk-taking less psychologically costly as a 

result).  

We also measure other inputs shown to affect risk-taking behavior to demonstrate that the 

category match effect holds even controlling for these other factors. These factors include both 
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expected value dimensions (estimated probabilities for positive and negative outcomes, outcome 

types) and psychological dimensions (voluntariness, dread, and severity) that may differ across 

risk categories. 

Method 

Participants were 279 individuals recruited online through Amazon’s MTurk (Mage = 36.0 

years, 44.8% female). Participants were randomly assigned to one of five prior risk categories: 

Financial, Recreational, Health/Safety, Ethical or Social. Participants were asked to write about 

the most recent time they took a risk in the assigned category. As part of the writing prompt, 

participants were provided with examples of what type of risks are included in the domain-based 

category, and were asked to describe the experience and what it felt like. Participants were not 

asked about outcomes or the valence of the experience.  

Following the writing prompt, all participants across conditions were asked to rate their 

likelihood of taking each of five independent risks across risk categories (financial, health/safety, 

recreational, ethical, and social) using a seven-point likelihood scale ranging from 1 (“Not at all 

Likely”) to 7 (“Extremely Likely”). Thus, as in Study 1, participants encountered one risk that 

was more similar to the prior risk (again, similarity is manipulated via domain) and four risks 

that were less similar. Participants were also asked to provide risk perception ratings for each of 

the risks on a seven-point scale ranging from 1 (“Not at all Risky”) to 7 (“Extremely Risky”). 

After the likelihood and perceived risk questions, we also asked participants to evaluate 

each of the five subsequent risks, as well as the prior risk, on several different dimensions. For 

the subsequent risks, we asked participants to provide responses for the following measures: 

knowledge, control, familiarity, dread, severity of outcomes, tempting fate, expertise, self-
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perception, and estimated probabilities for negative and positive outcomes. We also asked 

participants to rate the similarity between each of the subsequent risks and the prior risk they 

wrote about. By measuring similarity, we can confirm that similarity is the mechanism driving 

categorization and that it is in fact categorization, and not some other domain-based feature, that 

is responsible for the effect. For the prior risk, we asked participants to rate the risk they wrote 

about on: voluntariness, knowledge, control, familiarity, severity, tempting fate, outcome 

received (positive, negative, both, neither), self-perception, self-control, and risk perception. The 

dimensions used for this study are summarized in Table 3. 

Several of the risk dimensions that we use come from pre-existing models. For example, 

the questions asking for estimated probabilities of different outcome types come from the 

Simplified Conjoint Expected Risk (SCER) model, which relates expected value dimensions to 

risk preference using a linear functional form (Luce and Weber 1986; Holtgrave and Weber 

1993). The psychological dimensions of voluntariness, knowledge, control, familiarity, severity, 

and dread come from a psychometric model of risk perception developed by Slovic et al. (1985). 

According to this model, all variables are given equal weight in a linear functional form (Slovic, 

Fischoff, and Lichtenstein 1985). Slovic et al. (1985) found that this model fits risks across 

various domains well, while Weber and Holtgrave (1993) found the model explained perceived 

risk in the financial domain better than the SCER model. An example of the materials used in 

this study is available in the Online Supplemental Materials. 

 By measuring the prior risks on several different dimensions, we can control for 

differences across the prior risks at the individual level. Thus, any concerns that risks from 

different domains are fundamentally different from each other, can be controlled for by including 

the different dimensions related to the prior risk in a regression analysis.  
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One possible explanation for our Study 1 results is that participants are inferring they are 

the kind of person who enjoys a specific type of risk because they have taken that risk before. 

While no existing literature has confirmed that self-perception holds over risky behaviors or risk 

attitudes, this is still a plausible alternative explanation or mechanism for the category match 

effect. By directly measuring self-perception regarding the prior risk, we can rule out or control 

for this effect. 

Another potential alternative explanation is related to self-control. It is possible that 

individuals become more likely to take another risk when reminded of one they have already 

taken because it is a violation of a previously determined self-control rule and breaking it again 

is less “costly” (i.e., the “what the heck” effect) (Cochran and Tesser 1996). Research on self-

control has shown this effect or a similar effect in several different domains, and it is possible 

that individuals also feel as though they need to control and limit exposure to risks, though this 

has not been shown directly (Shefrin and Thaler 1988; Prelec and Loewenstein 1998; Read, 

Loewenstein, and Kalyanaraman 1999; Kivetz and Simonson 2002; Khan and Dhar 2007; 

Cheema and Soman 2008; Mead et al. 2009). To address this possibility, we ask participants to 

what extent they agree with the statement, “By participating in this risk, I am more likely to 

participate in other risks of this type (it’s like breaking a diet - once I’ve done it, why not do it 

more?)” on a scale from 1 (“Strongly Disagree”) to 7 (“Strongly Agree”). While no research has 

demonstrated that self-control violations are specific to a certain category of risk, by measuring 

feelings of self-control produced by taking the prior risk, we can rule out or control for this 

potential alternative explanation. 

Finally, in Study 1 we do not control for outcomes received for the prior risk. Thus, it is 

possible that participants are only recalling risks with positive outcomes and this is why they are 
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more likely to continue taking risks of the same type (Thaler and Johnson 1990; Johnson and 

Tversky 1983; Gilovich, Vallone, and Tversky 1985). Alternatively, it is possible that for certain 

categories of risk participants recall only one type of outcome (e.g., only negative outcomes for 

prior health/safety risks and only positive outcomes for prior financial risks), and this is 

somehow driving the category match effect. While it is possible that outcome type could be 

driving the effect if participants are only recalling positive outcomes, it is unlikely that every 

participant in Study 1 is doing so across all domains. However, we do control for outcome type 

in Study 2 in order to demonstrate that this is not driving the categorization effect. 

We measure similarity between each of the subsequent risks and the prior risk for each 

participant so that we can directly test that similarity is mediating the category match effect. 

While we manipulate similarity using risk domains as general categories, this may not capture 

any potential differences between our a priori categorization and perceived similarity, as we saw 

in Study 1. Thus, we measure perceived similarity as a hypothesized mediator for the 

categorization effect. If the significant positive effect of matching category (as defined and 

manipulated by risk domain) is the result of greater perceived similarity, then we should see 

significant mediation of the category match effect by perceived similarity. 

Finally, with the other measures included in the study, we can test to see if any of these 

dimensions differ significantly depending on whether a similar or dissimilar risk is being 

evaluated. It is possible that other aspects related to a risky decision change with similarity and 

we can test for this directly by comparing the risk dimensions we measured for same- versus 

different-category risks. These measures include knowledge, familiarity, expertise, and control. 
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Results and Discussion 

First, we evaluate the model as we did in Study 1 to demonstrate the main categorization 

effect. For the following analyses, we pooled the results across risk category (domain), unless 

otherwise noted. We ran an OLS regression of risk likelihood on a dummy variable for category 

match (1 = category of subsequent risk was the same as the prior risk, 0 = category of subsequent 

risk was not the same as the prior risk), risk perception rating, and participant demographics (age 

and gender). The results from this first regression are shown in Table 4, column 1. The 

coefficient on Same Category is significant and positive (𝛽 = 0.26, SE = 0.10, p < .01). This 

implies that participants are significantly more likely to take similar risks compared to dissimilar 

risks, as manipulated by the risk domain conditions. This result holds even controlling for the 

significant negative effect of perceived risk (𝛽 = -0.62, SE = 0.01, p < .001) and for the effects of 

participant age and gender. This significant main category match effect replicates the finding 

from Study 1, with the difference that the result is not qualified by an interaction with any 

particular risk category; since the results are the same for each risk category, we can pool across 

this factor in our analysis. A regression that includes indicator variables for each prior risk 

category does not show any significant effects for any prior risk domain nor does their inclusion 

affect the significance of the coefficient on the category match dummy variable. For this reason, 

these results are not reported. 

One possible complication from Study 1 is that the risk categories we use are different on 

several important dimensions and we do not directly control for these differences. For example, 

health/safety risks, such as riding in a car without a seatbelt, are generally associated with higher 

fatality rates and more dread than financial risks such as investing in a speculative stock. To 

address these differences across risk categories, we include several measures as controls for the 
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prior risks. We also measure self-perception and self-control as related to the prior risk to test 

whether these feelings could be attributing to the category match effect. To control for 

differences across prior risks and to test self-perception and self-control as possible alternative 

explanations for or mediators of the same category effect, we ran an OLS regression of risk 

likelihood on the category match dummy variable, risk perception (for the subsequent risk), 

gender and age, and the following prior risk dimensions: voluntariness, knowledge, control, 

familiarity, dread, severity, tempting fate, indicator variables for outcome type, self-perception, 

self-control, and risk perception. The results from this regression are shown in Table 4, column 

2. 

As the regression in Table 4, column 2 shows, even controlling for variation across risk 

categories, category match (as manipulated by risk domain) continues to have a significant 

positive effect on risk-taking (𝛽 = 0.26, SE = 0.10, p < .01), and this significance is not 

diminished by the inclusion of any of the prior risk-related variables. This suggests that the 

significant positive same category effect is separate from differences between risk categories. 

While this significant positive effect does not change with the addition of the variables related to 

the prior risk, some of the variables have significant independent effects. Specifically, self-

perception has a significant positive effect (𝛽 = 0.10, SE = 0.04, p = 0.01). This finding suggests 

that the more participants believe the prior risk defines their current attitude/preferences towards 

risks, the more likely they are to take a subsequent risk. Interestingly, a regression including an 

interaction between self-perception and the category match dummy variable does not result in a 

significant coefficient on the interaction term. This suggests that increased agreement with the 

self-perception statement leads to a general increase in risk-taking but that it is not specific to 

similar risks or for risks from the same category. Further, since the significance of the same 
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category coefficient is not diminished by the inclusion of the self-perception variable, it is not 

likely that self-perception is mediating the categorization effect. Thus, self-perception does 

generally impact risk-taking likelihood in sequential settings, but the category match effect is 

separate and independent from this effect. 

Finally, perceived risk associated with the prior risk also has a significant positive effect 

on risk-taking (𝛽 = 0.09, SE = 0.03, p = 0.004). This implies that participants are more likely to 

take a risk as they associate more risk with the risk they already took. This is in contrast to the 

significant negative effect of perceived risk for the subsequent risk (𝛽 = -0.63, SE = 0.02, p < 

0.001). Some of the variables were also interesting in their lack of a significant effect. For 

example, none of the outcome-related variables had a significant effect nor did the perceived 

control variable.  

Next, we turn to the characteristics related to the subsequent risks that may be affecting 

risk-taking. First, we test our hypothesis that using the same risk domain to manipulate similarity 

is indeed affecting perceived similarity such that similarity is higher between prior risks and 

subsequent risks from the same domain than between prior risks and subsequent risks from 

different domains. This is exactly what we see: perceived similarity is higher between risks from 

the same domain than between risks from different domains (52.13 vs. 17.52, t(355.91) = -15.80, 

p < .001).  

While we predicted the main effect of category match on perceived similarity, we have 

yet to evaluate how a category match between the prior risk and a subsequent risk may affect 

other psychological or expected value dimensions. An evaluation of all the subsequent risk-

related dimensions (knowledge, control, familiarity, dread, severity, tempting fate, self-

perception, estimated probability of a negative outcome, estimated probability of a positive 
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outcome, and expertise) found that only the expertise measure showed a significant difference by 

category match status. Expertise is rated as significantly higher for subsequent risks that are from 

the same category as the prior risk than for subsequent risks that are from different categories 

(3.40 vs. 3.01, Mann-Whitney z = -2.79, p < .01). This finding suggests that participants feel they 

have more expertise related to risky activities that are in a category that they have recently 

thought about taking a risk in, compared to risky activities from another category.  

The significant difference in both perceived similarity and expertise for subsequent risks 

in the same category as a prior risk suggests that both inputs could be mediating the category 

match effect. Thus, considering a subsequent risk that is in the same category as a prior risk can 

simultaneously increase perceived similarity and feelings of expertise—both of which then 

increase risk-taking likelihood. If this multiple mediator model holds, this provides both 

evidence for the categorization effect (mediation by perceived similarity) and a mechanism 

through which similarity is working (risks from the same category increase feelings of expertise 

such that consumers feel they are more expert at risks from a category in which they have taken a 

prior risk). 

To evaluate whether perceived similarity (measured) and expertise mediate the category 

match effect (manipulated similarity), we ran an OLS regression of risk-taking likelihood on the 

category match dummy variable, risk perception (subsequent risk), expertise (subsequent risk), 

perceived similarity (between the prior risk and a subsequent risk), self-perception (prior risk), 

tempting fate (prior risk), risk perception (prior risk), and participant age. It should be noted that 

the following variables were dropped from the regression: voluntariness (prior risk), knowledge 

(prior risk), control (prior risk), familiarity (prior risk), dread (prior risk), severity (prior risk), all 

outcome-related variables for the prior risk, self-control (prior risk), and participant gender, 
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because an F-test showed that the joint contribution of these variables was not significant (p > 

.10) (i.e., a model without these variables is not significantly different from model with these 

variables). The results from this analysis are reported in Table 4, column 3.  

As the results in Table 4, column 3 show, including perceived similarity and expertise in 

the regression makes the category match dummy variable insignificant (𝛽 = -0.07, SE = 0.11, p > 

.10). The coefficient on perceived similarity is positive and significant (𝛽 = 0.01, SE = 0.002, p < 

.01) suggesting that regardless of whether participants see the a priori categories as similar, 

greater perceived similarity between a prior risk and a subsequent risk leads to greater risk-taking 

for that subsequent risk. Including expertise in the regression analysis also has a significant 

positive effect (𝛽 = 0.34, SE = 0.03, p < .001), suggesting again that greater feelings of expertise 

increase risk-taking. These results hold controlling for the prior risk dimensions of self-

perception, tempting fate, and risk perception, as well as the significant negative effect of risk 

perception for the subsequent risk (𝛽 = -0.47, SE = 0.03, p < .001).  

The theory on categorization holds that similarity drives category formation, so that more 

similar objects are categorized together and separately from less similar/dissimilar objects. For 

this reason, we propose that perceived similarity should mediate the category match effect such 

that two risks from the same domain should be categorized together. In some ways, ensuring that 

perceived similarity mediates our manipulation of category through risk domain is a 

manipulation check for our a priori categorization. With regards to feelings of expertise, much 

prior research has shown that increased feelings of perceived expertise (e.g., self-efficacy, 

overconfidence) increase risk-taking (Langer 1975; Griffin and Tversky 1992; Teed et al. 2011; 

Golec and Tamarkin 1995; Rottenstreich and Kivetz 2006). Thus, if similar risks increase 

feelings of expertise, this suggests that the category match effect could be mediated by this 
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variable as well. The reduced significance of the category match dummy variable with the 

addition of perceived similarity and expertise bolsters the theoretical arguments that both 

variables may be mediating the effect of matching category between the prior and subsequent 

risk.  

To test for joint mediation by perceived similarity and expertise, we ran a Preacher & 

Hayes (2008) multiple mediation analysis, with risk-taking likelihood as the dependent variable, 

the category match dummy variable as the independent variable, perceived similarity as the first 

mediator (mediator 1), expertise as the second mediator (mediator 2) and risk perception 

(subsequent risk), tempting fate (prior risk), self-perception (prior risk), risk perception (prior 

risk) and the indicator variable for gender as covariates (Preacher and Hayes 2008). This analysis 

is shown in Figure 4.  

We ran a bootstrapped test (5,000 replications) of the total indirect effect, as well as the 

specific indirect effects for each mediator. The mean total indirect effect from the bootstrap 

analysis is positive and significant (a x b = 0.322, 95% bias-corrected confidence interval: 

[0.187, 0.462], p < .001). Looking at the specific indirect path for perceived similarity, 

considering a subsequent risk that is in the same category as the prior risk (versus a subsequent 

risk that is in a different category from the prior risk) increases similarity by a1 = 34.59 units (p < 

.001), controlling for the effect of expertise. The b1 coefficient equals 0.005 (p < .01), which 

means that holding the category match dummy variable at 0 (considering a subsequent risk that 

is not in the same category as the prior risk), a one-unit increase in similarity increases risk-

taking likelihood by 0.005 units (on a seven-point scale), again controlling for the effect of 

expertise. Looking at the specific indirect path for expertise, considering a subsequent risk that is 

in the same category as the prior risk (versus a subsequent risk that is in a different category from 
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the prior risk) increases expertise by a2 = 0.481 units (p < 0.001) controlling for perceived 

similarity. The b2 coefficient equals 0.339 (p < 0.001), which means that holding the category 

match dummy variable at 0 (considering a subsequent risk that is not in the same category as the 

prior risk), a one-unit increase in expertise increases risk-taking likelihood by 0.339 units (on a 

seven-point scale), controlling for the effect of perceived similarity.  

The total direct effect is not significant (c = -0.066, p > .10). Since the total indirect effect 

is significant and the total direct effect is not, there is significant indirect-only mediation of the 

category match effect by both perceived similarity and expertise (Zhao, Lynch, and Chen 2010). 

This finding confirms our hypothesis that an increase in risk-taking from considering risks from 

the same category is being driven by an increase in perceived similarity between sequential risks. 

It also provides a mechanism through which similarity increases risk-taking: increased feelings 

of expertise for more similar compared to less similar subsequent risks. 

The findings from Study 2 suggest consumers are significantly more likely to continue 

taking same category risks compared to risks from different categories. This category match 

effect holds even controlling for differences across categories of risks in terms of psychological 

dimensions and expected value components that have been shown to be important decisional 

inputs related to risk-taking. Moreover, the significant positive effect of similarity also holds 

when controlling for time-related effects that could come in to play when considering sequential 

choices, such as self-perception and self-control.  

The results from Study 2 further imply that risks are not categorized by the outcomes 

they offer or the level of risk associated with each, but rather by characteristics that make the 

actual risk-taking experiences seem more similar to each other. The continued statistical 
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significance of similarity (both manipulated and measured) suggests that it can enhance 

descriptive models of risk-taking and increase the predictive validity of existing risk models. 

Ultimately, Study 2 has demonstrated that subsequent risks that are from the same 

category as previously taken risks increase risk-taking likelihood through increased perceived 

similarity and increased feelings of expertise. This finding further suggests that manipulating 

similarity or category for a prior risk should result in different risk-taking propensities across 

subsequent risks. We investigate this possibility in Study 3. 

Study 3: Changing Categories Changes Risk-Taking 

 In the pilot studies and Study 1, we established that consumers consider risks as falling 

into natural categories based on similarity and that similarity between risks has a significant 

positive effect on risk-taking. In Study 2, we established that perceived similarity and feelings of 

expertise jointly mediate this effect. We have used both manipulated (risk domain) and measured 

similarity to show this effect. This finding leaves open the interesting possibility that changing 

the similarity between two risks can change risk-taking behavior even when holding the prior 

risk constant. In other words, if a given prior risk is framed as being from one category, then 

individuals should be more likely to take a subsequent risk that is from the same category. But 

what if that same prior risk is framed as being from a different category? Our theory and findings 

suggest that risk-taking likelihood would shift along with the category change. 

In Study 3 we look at the effects of changing prior risk category while holding the risk itself 

constant. For example, consider a risk such as riding a motorcycle without a helmet. This risk 

could be framed as either a health/safety risk (an individual risks physical harm or death) or a 

recreational risk (an individual could experience a rush of adrenaline). We propose that changing 
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the category of a prior risk will change subsequent risk-taking as a result. Continuing with the 

motorcycle risk example, framing this risky activity as being a health/safety risk should increase 

risk-taking for subsequent risks that are from the health/safety category; whereas framing this 

risky activity as being a recreational risk should increase risk-taking for subsequent recreational 

risks. 

 If re-framing risks can change subsequent risk-taking behavior, this can have important 

implications for consumer choices related to new product trial, retirement accounts, and medical 

procedures. Practitioners in these areas can frame prior risks in a way that increases subsequent 

risk-taking for some risks but not others. 

Method 

Participants were 173 individuals recruited online through Amazon’s MTurk (Mage = 29.4 

years, 32.6% female). Participants were randomly assigned to one of two prior risks: Riding a 

Motorcycle or Dangerous Job. In each condition, participants were told to imagine having taken 

the prior risk, and were then asked to write about specific implications of taking that risk. The 

Riding a Motorcycle prior risk asked participants to imagine that “[t]his weekend you rode on a 

motorcycle without a helmet. Your friend let you borrow his motorcycle but he didn’t have a 

helmet that you could use. You took the motorcycle out on a highway and some side streets.” For 

the Dangerous Job prior risk, participants were asked to imagine that “[t]his weekend you 

decided to start working a second job part-time to make a little extra money. The job pays pretty 

well and has good hours, but it is at a packing facility so the employer warned you that there is 

the possibility of getting injured on the job.”  
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As part of the writing prompt, participants were asked to write about specific implications 

related to the prior risk. The implications that a participant was asked to write about were 

randomly assigned by prior risk condition and were used as the framing manipulation. 

Participants in the Riding a Motorcycle condition were randomly assigned to either a 

Recreational or Health/Safety framing; participants in the Dangerous Job condition were 

randomly assigned to either a Financial or Health/Safety framing. Participants in the Riding a 

Motorcycle condition were asked to write about the recreational implications of riding a 

motorcycle without a helmet if they were assigned to the Recreational framing and the 

health/safety implications of doing so if they were assigned to the Health/Safety framing. 

Participants in the Dangerous Job condition were asked to write about the financial implications 

of taking a dangerous part-time job if they were assigned to the Financial framing, and the 

health/safety implications of doing so if they were assigned to the Health/Safety framing. 

Participants were asked to write about as many implications as they could think of. 

After completing the framing-related writing task, participants in the Riding a Motorcycle 

condition were asked to rate their likelihood of taking each of two subsequent risks: one 

recreational risk and one health/safety risk. Participants in the Dangerous Job condition were also 

asked to rate their likelihood of taking two subsequent risks: one financial risk and one 

health/safety risk. The health/safety subsequent risks were the same for both prior risk 

conditions. Participants rated their risk likelihood on a seven-point scale ranging from 1 (“Very 

Unlikely”) to 7 (“Very Likely”). The two subsequent risks were chosen for each prior risk 

condition so that one always matched the framing from the writing prompt, while one did not 

match. This is our manipulation of similarity. Thus, one of the two subsequent risks will be in the 

same category as the prior risk (as defined by the framing assignment), while one will be in a 
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different category. We hypothesize that participants will be more likely to take the subsequent 

risk that matches the framing manipulation for the prior risk. So, for example, in the Riding a 

Motorcycle prior risk condition, participants who were asked to write about the recreational 

implications of participating in this prior risk will be more likely to take the subsequent 

recreational risk, while participants who were asked to write about the health/safety implications 

of participating in this prior risk will be more likely to take the health/safety subsequent risk. 

Therefore, by changing the category of the prior risk through framing, we can change subsequent 

risk-taking behavior without changing the actual prior risk. 

Finally, after completing the likelihood questions, all participants provided risk 

perception ratings for the two subsequent risks. This rating is the same measurement used in 

Studies 1 and 2. Participants also provided demographic information—gender and age—before 

completing the study. The materials for Study 3 can be found in the Online Supplemental 

Materials. 

Results and Discussion 

 According to our hypotheses, and consistent with our previous findings, we should see 

participants being more likely to take subsequent risks that are in a category that matches the 

framing for the prior risk condition. This is indeed what we see in the results displayed in Figure 

5. Participants were marginally significantly more likely to take subsequent risks in each 

condition if those risks matched the frame they were randomly assigned to (MMatch = 2.99 vs. 

MNoMatch = 2.59, t(297.14) = -1.77, p = 0.08).  

The category match effect becomes even clearer once we control for differences in risk 

perception. If we evaluate the data in an OLS regression of risk-taking likelihood on a dummy 
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variable for frame match (1 = category of subsequent risk matched the framing manipulation, 0 = 

category of subsequent risk did not match the framing manipulation), perceived risk, and 

participant demographics (age and gender), we see a replication of the main effect. The 

regression results, shown in Table 5, find a significant positive effect of frame match on risk-

taking likelihood (𝛽 = 0.40, SE = 0.17, p = 0.02) such that participants are significantly more 

likely to take subsequent risks that match the category frame from the prior risk manipulation, 

across conditions. This significant effect holds even controlling for the significant negative effect 

of risk perception (𝛽 = -0.68, SE = 0.06, p < .001) and the significant negative effect of age (𝛽 = 

-0.04, SE = 0.01, p < .001).  

 The significant positive effect of category match between the subsequent risk and the 

frame on risk-taking likelihood is especially interesting because it suggests that one prior risk-

taking situation can be framed in multiple ways to change subsequent behavior. For example, if a 

consumer tried a new cleaning product, he could be induced to try another new cleaning product 

if the previously purchased new product was framed as a cleaning product, or to try a new 

household product if the previous new product was framed as a general house supply product 

instead. In other words, manipulating the similarity between a previously taken risk and future 

risky options can change risk-taking behavior without the need to change or reference different 

past behavior. 

 One limitation of Study 3 that is different from the previous studies is that it relies on a 

hypothetical prior risk (participants are asked to imagine taking a specific risk rather than being 

asked to recall a time they took a specific risk in the past). The movement away from actual to 

hypothetical behavior was necessary to control for the prior risk, but does present the possibility 

of a greater influence from other factors, such as self-perception or experimenter demand. We 
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believe the fact that this study replicates the main findings from our previous studies (i.e., 

participants are more likely to take similar risks versus dissimilar risks) still makes the findings 

valid regardless of their hypothetical nature. We also know from Study 2 that the similarity/same 

category effect holds even controlling for any potential effects of self-perception, though we do 

not know if a boundary effect exists for that relationship. 

General Discussion 

In five studies, we have explored how categorization and perceived similarity can affect 

consumer sequential risk-taking. We find that risk-taking is categorized based on similarity and 

that this categorization increases risk-taking through feelings of expertise even controlling for 

perceived risk and other differences between risk types. While risk perception is an internal 

assessment that most strongly predicts whether an individual will take a given risk, situational 

factors that affect perceived similarity between risks can change risk-taking behavior separate 

from changes in perceived risk or other risk-related inputs (such as outcome types or 

expectations).  

In exploring how categorization rules affect consumer risk-taking, we first demonstrated 

that individuals see natural categories among risks and see some risks as more or less similar to 

other risks (Pilot 1A and Pilot 1B).  We demonstrated the significant positive effect of similarity 

on risk-taking likelihood using real risky choices (Study 1). We showed that the category match 

effect is jointly mediated by perceived similarity and feelings of expertise and remains 

significant and positive even when controlling for psychological and expected value dimensions 

related to different risk-taking types (Study 2). Finally, we showed that risk-taking behavior can 

be manipulated by changing risk categories for the same prior risk (Study 3). Combining our 
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findings across studies, we have replicated the risk categorization effect consistently and ruled 

out the possibility that it is explained solely by changes in risk perception, self-perception, or 

other differences across risk domains and types. 

While we have primarily used risk domains as the category labels for the risky choices in 

our studies, this may not always be applicable. The fact that the category match effect is 

mediated by perceived similarity suggests that risk categorization is driven by similarity and 

affects consumer sequential risk-taking regardless of what the specific category labels may be. 

The existence of risk categorization rules suggests that different types of risk and prior risks 

cannot be ignored when building a descriptive model of consumers’ risk-taking behavior. 

Combined, our studies demonstrate the importance of prior risks and relationships between risks 

in sequential choice settings.  

Although we identify categorization rules in the absence of explicit outcomes, we do not 

believe that this is an unrealistic situation. Often, when making real-world decisions, consumers 

are faced with uncertain prospects in which only some of the potential outcomes are known, 

either because the risk itself is novel or because of mental biases that prevent a full consideration 

of outcome possibilities. Moreover, consumers may have to make several decisions at once and 

outcomes cannot be known at the point of decision. For example, imagine a consumer who must 

decide over several new products: each product trial may involve a certain level of risk, 

including a known or unknown probability of loss or failure. When the consumer encounters a 

sequence of such decisions, he/she may have to make the decision to move forward with a new 

product trial without yet knowing how prior new product purchases have turned out. In this 

sense, the consumer is making a risky decision without explicit outcome information. Similarly, 

a consumer planning out the recreational details for a future vacation may commit in advance to 
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a sequence of risks (e.g., bungee jumping, parasailing, and hang gliding) prior to knowing the 

outcomes of any of them. For consumers who often have to decide whether or not to take a risk 

without knowing the outcome of a prior risk, our results suggest that they will favor taking 

additional risks when they are of the same type or within the same category as a previously taken 

risk. Further, we do control for outcome types and expectations in Study 2, which suggests that it 

is similarity to and the category of a prior risk that matters for future risk-taking, regardless of 

outcome type or expectations about outcomes that may be received. 

The Importance of Dynamics and Domains 

This paper has demonstrated that consumer risk-taking is affected by risk categories 

driven by perceived similarity and feelings of expertise. Further, the idea that consumers have 

categorization rules for risk-taking suggests that individuals may have very specific risk-taking 

propensities that depend critically on how they perceive different types of risks in terms of 

similarity. These findings suggest that consumers may be induced to take more risks if they can 

integrate risks into different categories or if they can be prompted to remember previous similar 

risk-taking behavior. This opens up the possibility that promotions can be used to induce new 

product trial or switching, without needing to know specific details about previous risk-taking 

preference or experience. 

One limitation of this research is the restricted dynamics involved: our studies rely on 

choice sets involving only two within-category decisions. Longer sequences of choices could 

more explicitly explore the limits of manipulating the scope of different decisional frames. Is 

there a point where increased risk tolerance will be attenuated by longer and longer sequences of 
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choices? Exploring the effect of category width and scope could be yet another interesting 

avenue of research. 

Perhaps the most interesting implication of the research at hand is that risk exposure is 

not fungible—people are not equally willing to take on different types of risk, even controlling 

for risk perception. A further exploration of the fluid or situational versus the more stable factors 

that affect risk-taking and/or risk perception could potentially help illuminate the factors that 

serve as inputs into the decision of whether or not to take a risk. The research at hand identifies 

but one situational factor that can differentially impact risk-taking separate from risk perception: 

perceived similarity. What other fluid factors may exist? One such factor could be related to 

affect, under which affective reactions may change as risk categories change. Other situational 

influences could include manipulations of construal level or changes in perspective taking. 

Uncovering additional situational factors that may help construct a consumer’s preference for 

risk-taking offers many interesting opportunities for further research. 
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Abstract 

Two important theories in intertemporal choice are choice bracketing and construal level 

theory (CLT). Broad bracketing induces a more holistic approach to decisions, much as higher-

level construals do, suggesting conceptual overlap. We attempt to reconcile these two theories 

and distinguish their effects on risk-taking behavior. Our first study replicates Benartzi & 

Thaler’s (1999) findings on myopic loss aversion and shows that both broad bracketing and 

greater psychological distance increase risk-taking and decrease myopic loss aversion. Our 

second study confirms that changes in bracketing are not simultaneously affecting risk-taking 

and construal level. Finally, our third study again demonstrates independent effects on risk-

taking from the two theories. Taken together, our results illustrate that choice bracketing, a well-

accepted result in the decision-making literature, is independent from construal level theory. This 

finding has important implications for financial decision-making and other choices that take 

place over time or wherein consumers must decide for the future. 
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Introduction 

In the current literature, there exist two theories related to risky choice that are 

conceptualized to impact decision-making in a similar manner: choice bracketing and construal 

level theory (CLT). Choice bracketing refers to the assembly or disassembly of choice sets 

(Read, Loewenstein, and Rabin 1999). A broad bracket is characterized by choices that are 

grouped together into one set, with a decision about one choice affecting all other choices in the 

set. Conversely, a narrow choice bracket refers to choices considered in isolation. A bracketing 

effect is said to occur whenever different decisions are made depending on whether they are 

considered together as part of a single choice group, or if they are taken apart and considered 

separately. 

Construal level theory refers to the mental representation of choices (Liberman and Trope 

2003). Choices that are seen as more psychologically distant are construed in a different manner 

than choices that are seen as less psychologically distant. Higher-level construals induce more 

abstract representations and lead to a more holistic approach to decision-making, while lower-

level construals lead to more concrete and representational approaches to choice.  

Conceptually, choice bracketing and construal level theory overlap: both broad 

bracketing and high-level construals are postulated to work through a more gestalt approach to 

decision-making. In considering this potential overlap between the two theories, it is possible 

that construal level is the mechanism underlying bracketing effects: broader choice brackets may 

induce a higher-level construal, which leads to different choice outcomes. In the current 

literature, however, any distinctions remain unexplored. Moreover, researchers have either used 

the terms interchangeably (Bruyneel and Dewitte, 2006) or have suggested that higher-level 
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construals lead to the construction of more broad choice brackets compared to lower-level 

construals (Fujita and Roberts 2010). This suggests that there is a need to make clear the 

relationship between construal level theory and choice bracketing.  

While construal level and bracketing appear to have some mechanisms in common, there 

are also reasons to believe they are separate processes. Construal level is a mental representation 

which implies an impact on perceptions, without changing any underlying information inherent 

to the impending choice; on the other hand, choice brackets act through decision-framing—

highlighting different characteristics underlying choice sets—which implies less of an impact on 

perception and more of an impact on factors that affect expected valuation. For this reason, it is 

important to understand whether there is any distinction between the two theories. If, for 

example, construal level mediates choice bracketing, this can help researchers and managers 

better understand how constructing choice sets can impact decision-making, and this extends the 

influence of construal level theory. If, instead, the two theories have distinct effects on decision-

making, this can also help us better understand, predict and manipulate decision-making, as it 

suggests a separate effect for psychological distance manipulations and bracketing effects. 

Distinguishing between the differential effects of temporal framing and temporal distance 

also has important implications for consumer products that are inherently time-sensitive and 

entail varying levels of risk, such as financial products. For example, if an individual is 

allocating funds across a 401k, he/she may be influenced by the temporal distance inherent to the 

problem itself (i.e., considering a product that will not be consumed in the foreseeable near 

future). Similarly, if an individual receives regular feedback about the performance of that 401k, 

he/she may overreact to short-run changes in the value of the investment without considering the 

total amount of time that the product will be held. In other words, if each statement can be 
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thought of as a single “trial” in which the individual receives investment feedback, the investor 

may underweight the number of trials that will occur over his/her lifetime and may change 

his/her allocation based on this insensitivity to the number of trials (the amount of time that will 

elapse). Understanding how individuals make decisions for the future, and how the combination 

of several choices and feedback about those choices over time affects the initial decision is 

especially important. Because choice bracketing and construal level theory are two important 

inputs into understanding intertemporal choice, it is helpful to understand how each separately 

and/or jointly impact decision-making.  

 

Theoretical Background 

Choice Bracketing 

When an individual encounters a choice, that choice can be considered either as a solitary 

decision or as linked to past or future choices. A bracketing effect occurs when an individual 

makes a different choice depending on whether that choice is considered in isolation or as part of 

a longer choice history (Read, Loewenstein, and Rabin 1999). Choices considered alone or as 

part of a very small set are referred to as being in a narrow bracket, while choices that are 

considered together or as part of a larger set or sequence are referred to as being in a broad 

bracket. Choice bracketing can be found in many well-documented phenomena including myopic 

loss aversion (Benartzi and Thaler 1999; Gneezy and Potters 1997); simultaneous and sequential 

choice effects (Simonson 1990); partition dependence (Fox, Ratner, and Lieb 2005); and 

decision framing (Kahneman and Lovallo 1993).  
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 Choice bracketing has specific implications for risk-taking. Broad brackets often shift the 

focus of risky decisions from local considerations, such as losses, to more gestalt considerations 

such as aspiration levels or diversification (Read, Loewenstein, and Rabin 1999). One of the 

better-known applications of risky choice and temporal bracketing is myopic loss aversion 

(Benartzi and Thaler 1995; Benartzi and Thaler 1999; Thaler et al. 1997). According to myopic 

loss aversion, individuals bracket their choices too narrowly and thus overweight losses. If, 

however, individuals are forced to broadly bracket those choices by considering a longer time 

horizon, the likelihood of losses diminishes and the overall distribution of aggregated outcomes 

emerges, reducing the focus on losses and attenuating loss aversion. 

 In theorizing why individuals may bracket choices the way they do, Read et al. (1999) 

propose four possible determinants of bracketing: cognitive capacity limitations, cognitive 

inertia, pre-existing heuristics, and motivation. While these determinants describe situational 

factors that induce choice brackets, there has been little investigation into the process behind 

bracketing: how does bracketing change choices—is it simply situational or does it change the 

mental representation of objects and outcomes? More generally, these questions lead to an 

investigation of the overlap between choice bracketing and CLT. Broad bracketing induces a 

more holistic approach to decisions, which is conceptually similar to how higher-level construals 

act relative to lower-level construals. Thus, it’s possible that different choice brackets induce 

different mental construals of choices. In other words, does construal level serve as a mediator 

for bracketing? Or, are the effects of construal level and bracketing separable? In this paper, we 

attempt to integrate the two theories and uncover where there may be overlap or distinction in 

their predictions for risky choice. 
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Construal Level Theory (CLT) 

 Construal level theory (CLT) finds that choices are influenced by psychological distance. 

Choices that are more distant psychologically are mentally construed in a different fashion than 

choices that are psychologically closer. Psychological distance can be manipulated in different 

ways—one common method being through the use of time. Under this conception of 

psychological distance, far-future events are construed at a higher-level than near-future events. 

Higher construal is associated with more schematic and abstract mental representations, while 

lower construal is associated with more concrete, less abstract representations (Liberman and 

Trope 2003). 

 CLT has been applied to many different situations including scale measurement (Krishna, 

Zhou, and Zhang 2008; Maglio and Trope 2011); moral judgment (Eyal, Liberman, and Trope 

2008); self-control (Fujita, Trope, et al. 2006); and categorization (Liberman, Sagristano, and 

Trope 2002). Another area where CLT has made important contributions is that of risk-taking. 

This research has found that greater psychological distance increases the weight of payoffs 

relative to probability (Sagristano, Trope, and Liberman 2002); that probability itself can 

influence mental construal such that lower probability events are construed at a higher level 

relative to more likely events (Todorov, Goren, and Trope 2007; Wakslak et al. 2006); and that 

higher-level construals lead to lower probability assessments (Wakslak and Trope 2009). 

 While CLT has been applied to many important areas and choice settings, there are still 

some gaps that exist in the current literature. These gaps are especially relevant for risk-taking 

and also implicate a potential relationship to choice bracketing. In particular, construal level 

theory has not been examined in relation to sequential choice. While we do know that time can 

create psychological distance, we do not know how this plays out when several choices are made 
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across time. For example, does mental construal change for repeated decisions or does the time-

component of a decision (such as a gamble taking place over hundreds of trials) induce a 

different mental representation? These questions leave open the possibility that choice bracketing 

and construal level theory may have different or similar predictions for sequential risky choice 

and offers an as-yet-unexplored area in relation to the construal level research.  

Risk Preference vs. Risk Perception 

 Before investigating the effects of CLT and bracketing on risk-taking an important 

distinction related to risk must be made. When contemplating choices involving risk, individuals 

have two measurable inputs: preference and perception. Risk preference is measured through the 

likelihood or willingness to take a risk (choice) and is thought to represent the actual utility that 

comes from taking or not taking the risk, including receipt of the outcome. Risk perception is a 

judgment about the risk and represents the beliefs or feelings that individuals have about the risk 

itself. Thus, risk perception is more of a gut-level assessment of the risk involved with a given 

activity or choice. It can be tied to outcomes or past experience, but it may also remain stable in 

the face of such contextual features. These two inputs are often highly correlated, but there are 

variables that can affect one and not the other. Past research has shown that individual 

differences in risk-taking across domains (e.g., financial, social, recreational) are primarily 

attributable to individual differences in risk perceptions for those risks (Blais and Weber 2006; 

E. U. Weber, Blais, and Betz 2002). For example, research demonstrates that individuals who are 

more likely to take financial risks see these risks as relatively less risky than other types of risk. 

Thus, there is a distinction made between a general risk attitude and more specific risk beliefs (E. 

U. Weber and Hsee 1998; E. U. Weber and Milliman 1997). 
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 The division between risk preference and risk perception is important when considering 

both choice bracketing and CLT. Neither theory has investigated whether the impact on risky 

choice is driven through changes in preference or perception. While the theory on choice 

bracketing has posited that risk aggregation reduces risk perception, little research has 

specifically addressed this question. In research combining risk-taking and CLT, researchers 

have focused on risky choices made without specifically addressing whether higher-level 

construals change beliefs related to the risks being contemplated. While Sagristano et al. (2002) 

demonstrate that temporal distance does not affect estimates of the likelihood of winning, this 

does not rule out the possibility that risk perception is changing (as beliefs can be affected by 

factors other than probabilities and optimism). The question of how choice bracketing and CLT 

differentially affect risk preference and risk perception is another focus of this paper.  

Another important component of risk-taking that has not been directly explored by either 

the choice bracketing or construal level research is pure-loss gambles. Neither theory has been 

tested directly on gambles that are over losses only. In this paper, we address both areas: we 

explore the simultaneous effects of choice bracketing and construal level on risk-taking behavior, 

as well as the effects of each theory on multiple gambling types, including pure-loss gambles. 

 In the following sections we present three studies that examine the simultaneous and 

separable effects of temporal distance (construal level) and choice bracketing on risk-taking for 

both gains and losses. These studies are summarized in Table 6. In Study 1, we replicate a study 

from Benartzi & Thaler (1999) to demonstrate that choice bracketing and temporal distance have 

distinct effects on risk-taking preferences and that the effects of temporal distance are mediated 

by risk perception. Further, we show that temporal distance and mental construal each increase 

risk-seeking over mixed gambles, but decrease risk-seeking over pure-loss gambles. In Study 2, 
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we use a different manipulation of choice bracketing to show that bracketing’s effect on risk-

taking is not occurring through mental construal. Thus, broader brackets are not inducing a more 

abstract mindset as they increase risk-taking. Finally, in Study 3, we combine two types of 

choice bracketing (problem bracketing and outcome bracketing) and temporal distance to 

directly show that bracketing and temporal distance work through different mechanisms to affect 

risk-taking. We show that temporal distance affects mental construal to increase risk-taking, 

while choice bracketing does not.  

Study 1: Myopic Loss Aversion and Temporal Construal 

In Study 1 we examine how temporal bracketing and temporal construal affect risk-taking 

preferences and perception. Using a replication of the temporal bracketing manipulation first 

employed by Benartzi & Thaler (1999), we examine how bracketing and construal interact to 

differentially impact myopic loss aversion by adding a temporal distance manipulation. 

According to a bracketing and myopic loss aversion hypothesis, we should see that individuals 

are more likely to take gambles presented in distributional format versus static format as they 

focus less on losses in the distributional format, which aggregates outcomes across trials. 

According to a temporal construal hypothesis, individuals should be more likely to take gambles 

in the distant-future than the near-future, but distributional format should not affect risk-taking as 

the underlying probability/outcome features of the risks are not changing based on format. If 

construal level mediates bracketing, then we should see the effect of problem format attenuated 

when temporal construal is accounted for.  

Another important contribution of Study 1 is the investigation of pure-loss gambles. 

Neither bracketing nor CLT has specifically addressed pure-loss gambles empirically. We add 
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four pure-loss gambles—two in static format, two in distributional format—to assess how 

temporal construal and temporal bracketing affect this gamble type. Additionally, we also ask 

participants for risk perception ratings for all risks. This will allow us to make a further 

distinction as to whether temporal bracketing and temporal construal affect preferences, 

perceptions or both. 

Method 

 Study 1 was conducted online through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (“MTurk”). This 

study is a replication of Benartzi & Thaler (1999)’s Study 2 with the addition of a between-

subjects temporal construal manipulation and four pure-loss gambles (seen in all conditions). In 

their Study 2, Benartzi & Thaler (1999) ask participants to consider N independent trials of a bet 

with a probability p of winning an amount x, and a probability 1 – p of losing an amount y. The 

bets were designed according to three types: (1) Gamble High Amount to Lose: 90% chance to 

win $0.10, 10% chance to lose $0.50, N = 150 (1H); (2) Gamble Medium Amount to Lose: 50% 

chance to win $0.25, 50% chance to lose $0.15, N = 120 (1M); and (3) Gamble Low Amount to 

Lose: 10% chance to win $0.75, 90% chance to lose $0.01, N = 90 (1L). These gambles have 

approximately the same payoff distributions, but different characteristics. In the questionnaire 

presented, some of the questions show the gambles in “static format” (described by probability, 

payoffs and number of trials) and some of the questions show the gambles in “distributional 

format” (a visual representation of the gamble with payoff amounts and probabilities of those 

payoffs shown visually). The bracketing manipulation is within-subjects, so all participants see 

both versions of the gambles. The static format gambles are considered narrowly bracketed, 

while the distributional format gambles are considered broadly bracketed. 
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143 participants (Mage = 31.7 years, 60% male) were randomly assigned to one of two 

temporal construal conditions: Near-Future or Far-Future. Participants in the Near-Future 

condition were asked to evaluate gambles that would be played today; participants in the Far-

Future condition were asked to evaluate the same gambles, but were told that the gambles would 

be played out in one month. Participants in both conditions evaluated the same fourteen gambles. 

In the first twelve problems, participants were asked to choose between the gamble and a certain 

amount (or indifference between the two). The first eight of these twelve gambles were mixed 

gambles (outcomes included gains and losses), while the other four gambles were pure-loss 

gambles (outcomes were only over losses). For the last two questions, participants were asked to 

make estimates as to the likelihood of losing money or gaining money after all trials were 

completed. To ensure incentive compatibility, participants in both conditions were told that ten 

participants would be chosen at random to have one of their choices from the first eight questions 

played out. If a participant chose the certain amount, he/she would be paid the certain amount in 

addition to his/her payment for participation; if he/she chose the gamble, the gamble would be 

played out by a series of random draws and he/she would be paid that amount accordingly. Of 

course, playing a mixed gamble does entail a very small probability of a loss. Participants were 

told that in the event of this outcome, they would be expected to payoff their losses by taking 

additional surveys at a rate of $8.00 per hour. An example of the stimulus used in Study 1 can be 

found in Appendix B.  
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Results 

Choice Bracketing for Mixed Gambles 

 First, we compared our results to those of Benartzi & Thaler’s (1999), collapsing across 

the time-construal manipulation. In Figure 6, looking at the choices across the three static format 

gambles, we find that there is no significant difference between the choice of the gamble and the 

certain amount. In their original study, Benartzi & Thaler (1999) found that participants were 

more willing to accept the gamble with the lower amount to lose compared to the higher amount 

to lose. In our study, we find that 38% of participants accepted the low amount to lose gamble, 

and the same number (38%) accepted the high amount to lose gamble, while 39% of participants 

accepted the medium amount to lose gamble. A chi-square test across all three gambles did not 

show a significant difference in willingness to accept the gamble (𝜒!(4) = 4.323, p = 0.364). 

Thus, we did not replicate the original finding that the percentage of subjects willing to accept 

the gamble increases as the amount to lose decreases. Given the main focus of our study is to 

compare across bracketing manipulations (static format vs. distributional format), we do not 

discuss this finding further.  

To further demonstrate the importance of losses on gambling preferences, Benartzi & 

Thaler also evaluated choices between two gambles (A and B) that were each played 100 times. 

Gamble A offered a 90% chance to win $0.10 and a 10% chance to lose $0.30; while Gamble B 

offered a 10% chance to win $0.50 and a 90% chance to win or lose nothing. Gamble A has a 

higher mean and lower variance, with the chance of incurring a loss over all trials being virtually 

zero; however, almost half of participants (43%) chose Gamble B (a test of whether the 

acceptance rate for Gamble B is different from 50% is not significant, t(142) = -1.60, p > 0.10). 

This replicates Benartzi & Thaler’s findings. This result was pointed to by the original authors as 
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demonstrating a preference for gambles that do not offer any potential losses, which 

characterizes myopic loss aversion. 

 Comparing the acceptance rates for the static gambles to that of the distributional format, 

we see a significant bracketing effect: while 38-39% of participants were willing to accept any 

one of the three static format gambles, 85% of participants were willing to accept the gamble 

when presented in distributional format (pairwise comparisons of the distributional format 

gamble to any of the three static format gambles are significant at the p < 0.001 level). This holds 

even when the distributional format includes the far left tail of the distribution (the very unlikely 

outcomes on both ends of the distribution were truncated for the first distributional format 

gamble): 74% of participants were willing to accept the distributional format of the gamble even 

when the unlikely loss outcomes were displayed (again, pairwise comparisons of each of the 

static-format gambles to the expanded distributional format gamble are significant at the p < 

0.001 level). These results confirm Benartzi & Thaler’s (1999) findings with regard to 

distributional format (a bracketing effect).  

The result for distributional format versus static format still holds for the high-stakes 

version of the gambles. In the high-stakes gambles, the payoffs for the static format of the 

medium amount to lose gamble and the distributional format gamble are multiplied by 10. This 

was done to ensure the bracketing effect still held when considering higher payoffs. Indeed, the 

pattern of results for the high-stakes version of the gambles was the same as the comparison 

across the static and distributional format for the smaller stakes gambles: 36% of participants 

were willing to accept the high-stakes gamble when displayed in static format, while 83% of 

participants were willing to accept the high-stakes gamble when displayed in distributional 

format (𝜒!(2) = 75.364, p < 0.001). 
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Finally, Benartzi and Thaler also evaluated estimated probabilities for two gambles to 

determine whether subjective distributions match objective distributions. The first gamble was 

the same as gamble 1H: a 90% chance to win $0.10 and a 10% chance to lose $0.50, repeated 

150 times. Participants were asked to estimate the probability of losing money after all 150 trials. 

The second gamble was a mirror image of this problem: a 90% chance to lose $0.10 and a 10% 

chance to win $0.50, repeated 150 times. For this second gamble participants were asked to 

estimate the probability of being ahead after all 150 trials. The correct probability estimate is 

0.003 for both questions. For the first gamble, the average estimated probability of losing after 

all trials was 0.33 (SD = 0.30), for the second gamble, the average estimated probability of being 

ahead after all trials was 0.31 (SD = 0.30). For both problems, 87% of participants overestimate 

the requested probabilities. This replicates the findings of Benartzi & Thaler, who found that 

81% of participants in their sample overestimated these probabilities. These responses confirm 

that participants do not give enough weight to the impact of the repeated trials. 

Choice Bracketing for Pure-Loss Gambles  

After reviewing the gambles used by Benartzi & Thaler (1999), we turn to the pure-loss 

gambles, which were not previously evaluated in their paradigm. We asked about three static 

format pure-loss gambles: (1) Loss Gamble 1 had a 90% chance of a loss of $0.10, a 10% chance 

of a loss of $0.50, N = 50 (LI); Loss Gamble 2 had a 50% chance of a loss of $0.15, a 50% 

chance of a loss of $0.25, N = 35 (L2); Loss Gamble 3 had a 10% chance of a loss of $0.75, a 

90% chance of a loss of $0.01, N = 80 (L3). The distribution of outcomes across all loss gambles 

is approximately equal and the certainty equivalent offered for each gamble was -$4. Finally, we 

also asked participants whether they would accept a pure-loss gamble that was displayed in 
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distributional format. The distribution of this gamble represents the distribution of the pure-loss 

gambles (all three of which have an equivalent distribution, though different attributes). 

According to prospect theory (Kahneman and Tversky 1979), participants should be risk-seeking 

for pure-loss gambles. Thus, we predict that presenting the gamble in a distributional format 

should reduce risk-seeking, as participants underweight the number of repeated plays as they did 

with the positive expected-value gambles. In the case of pure-loss gambles, however, 

underweighting the number of trials results in exposure to greater losses (rather than gains) and 

significantly fewer participants should be willing to take the gamble. 

The results, shown in Figure 7, confirm our predictions: comparing willingness to accept 

the gamble for the static-format loss gambles to the distributional format version, we see a 

significant reduction in risk-seeking for the latter: 43%-59% of participants are willing to accept 

any one of the loss gambles in static format, while only 13% of participants accepted the loss 

gamble when displayed in distributional format (pairwise comparisons between all static format 

loss gambles and the distributional format loss gamble are significant at the p < 0.001 level). It 

should be noted that the distribution displayed to participants was truncated to exclude extremely 

unlikely outcomes on both sides of the distribution (as was done for the mixed gambles in 

Benartzi & Thaler’s original study).  

The results again suggest that participants underweight the effect of repeated trials on 

outcomes. Unless presented with the distribution of outcomes, most participants seem to treat the 

repeated gambles as if they are only being played once or a few times (i.e., they adhere to the 

Law of Small Numbers) (Tversky and Kahneman 1971). These results are also the first to 

demonstrate that choice bracketing can also impact risky choices involving pure losses. Thus, 
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while broader bracketing can attenuate risk aversion for mixed gambles, it can also attenuate risk 

seeking for pure-loss gambles. 

Temporal Construal for Mixed Gambles 

So far, the results have focused on comparisons across gamble types and decision frames 

(i.e., broad or narrow bracketing). Next, we turn to the results as they relate to temporal 

construal. Half of the participants were asked to rate gambles that would take place today (Near-

Future), while the other half of participants were asked to rate gambles that would take place one 

month from today (Far-Future). According to CLT, individuals should be more likely to accept 

Far-Future gambles than Near-Future gambles. As shown in Figure 8, this is what we see for the 

static format gambles (1H, 1M, and 1L combined): 47% of participants are willing to accept 

mixed gambles in the Far-Future condition, while only 30% of participants are willing to accept 

these gambles in the Near-Future condition (𝜒!(2) = 13.032, p < 0.001). 

We can also look at the static format gambles individually to confirm that individuals in 

the Near-Future condition focus on probability while participants in the Far-Future condition 

focus on outcomes. According to CLT, participants in the Near-Future condition should be more 

willing to take the high amount to lose gamble (1H) because it has the highest probability of 

winning and the lowest probability of losing compared to the low amount and medium amount to 

lose gambles. On the other hand, participants in the Far-Future condition should be more focused 

on outcomes, and should therefore prefer the low amount to lose gamble (1L). If we look within 

conditions, we find that participants in the Near-Future condition are not significantly more 

likely to accept any one gamble over the other (the acceptance rates for 1H, 1M and 1L are 33%, 

28% and 30%, respectively). Similarly, for the Far-Future condition, we do not see any 
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significant differences for acceptance rates between the gambles (the acceptance rates for 1H, 

1M, and 1L are: 43%, 51% and 46%, respectively). The lack of difference between gambles 

could be because participants were not directly asked to make comparisons between the gambles 

or to rate preferences for one over the other. 

If we look at the acceptance of the gambles between construal conditions, we find that the 

largest difference between acceptance rates occurs for the medium amount to lose gamble (1M). 

In this gamble there are equal probabilities of winning and losing (50%), but the win payoff is 

much higher than the loss ($0.25 vs. $0.15). In this case, an increased focus on payoffs rather 

than probabilities suggests that participants in the Far-Future condition should be willing to take 

this gamble more than participants in the Near-Future condition. This pattern of results is what 

we find: 28% of participants in the Near-Future condition accept the 1M gamble, whereas 51% 

of participants in the Far-Future condition are willing to take this gamble. In fact, this gamble has 

the lowest acceptance rate within the Near-Future condition and the highest acceptance rate 

within the Far-Future condition. 

Temporal Construal for Pure-Loss Gambles  

Previous CLT studies have also never addressed pure-loss gambles. From prospect 

theory, we know that individuals are risk seeking, or more likely to gamble over pure-losses than 

over mixed or pure-gain gambles. If increased temporal distance shifts the focus from concrete to 

more abstract features of the gamble, this would imply that participants in the Far-Future 

condition should be less likely to accept the pure-loss gambles than participants in the Near-

Future condition. In Figure 9, we evaluate choices across the static-format pure-loss gambles and 

this is exactly what we see: participants in the Far-Future condition accept the gambles less on 
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average (and the certainty equivalent more) than participants in the Near-Future condition (48% 

vs. 55%, χ!(2) = 8.29, p = 0.016).  

Bracketing & Construal Combined  

Overall, both construal level theory and bracketing lead to similar results for pure-loss 

and mixed gambles. Broad bracketing leads to greater risk-taking for mixed gambles and so does 

inducing an abstract mindset (removing the gamble in time). Similarly, broad bracketing leads to 

less risk-taking for pure-loss gambles, and so does inducing an abstract mindset. For this reason, 

it is possible that construal level theory mediates bracketing, or that bracketing and construal 

level may interact to impact risk-taking preferences. To investigate this, we have to look at the 

effects of temporal construal on broadly bracketed versus narrowly bracketed gambles.  

In order to do this, we ran two regressions so that we could control for the independent 

and, possibly, joint effects of bracketing and construal simultaneously. Table 7 shows the results 

of two ordered logistic regressions. In Model 1 we run a regression of choice on a dummy 

variable for broad bracketing (1 = Distributional Format/Broad Bracket, 0 = Static 

Format/Narrow Bracket), a dummy variable for abstract mental construal (1 = Abstract 

Construal/Far Future Condition, 0 = Concrete Construal/Near Future Condition), a dummy 

variable for gamble type (1 = Mixed Gamble, 0 = Pure-Loss Gamble), and participant 

demographics (age and gender). The regressions also include several interactions between the 

variables: an interaction between bracket type and gamble type; an interaction between construal 

and gamble type; an interaction between bracket type and construal; and a three-way interaction 

between bracket type, construal, and gamble type. In Model 2 we include the same variables but 

also control for the effect of risk perception rating. 
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By including the bracketing and construal level manipulations in the regressions 

simultaneously, we can determine the effect each has on risky choice while controlling for the 

effect of the other. Thus, any significant coefficients on the bracket type and construal level 

variables are for the independent and separable effects of those manipulations on risky choice. 

Including the interaction variables in the regressions allows us to determine whether 

construal and bracketing moderate each other. If there were a significant interaction between 

construal and bracketing, this would imply that the effect of bracketing was increased or 

decreased when participants were induced to have a particular mindset. In other words, a 

significant interaction between the two manipulations would imply that the effects of bracketing 

and construal level are additive and not completely independent. Finally, we include a dummy 

variable for gamble type (and interactions with this variable) to account for the moderating role 

of this variable on the effects of both manipulations. We know from the main effects analysis 

that bracketing and construal level have opposite effects when considering mixed gambles versus 

pure-loss gambles, thus we need to account for this in the regression model. 

The results for Model 1 demonstrate that broad bracketing has a significant positive 

effect on risk-taking behavior for mixed gambles (𝛽Broad Bracket*Gamble Type = 3.91, p < 0.001) such 

that broad bracketing increases risk-taking for mixed gambles, while it reduces risk-taking for 

pure-loss gambles. Similarly, an abstract mental construal increases risk-taking for mixed 

gambles (𝛽Temporal Construal*Gamble Type = 1.18, p < 0.01) and decreases risk-taking for pure-loss 

gambles. There is a significant negative simple effect for broad bracketing (𝛽Broad Bracket = -1.66, p 

< 0.001), which suggests that broader brackets reduce risk-taking for pure-loss gambles when 

participants have a concrete mental construal, compared to mixed gambles with an abstract 

mental construal. There is no significant simple effect for temporal construal, suggesting that 
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temporal construal does not have a significant effect for pure-loss static format gambles 

compared to pure-loss distributional gambles (in other words, when considering narrowly 

bracketed pure-loss gambles, temporal construal does not have a significant effect on risk-

taking). 

In Model 1, there is also a significant simple effect of gamble type (𝛽Gamble Type = -1.29, p 

< 0.001). This result captures one of the main findings from prospect theory: that individuals are 

more risk-averse over mixed gambles, and more risk-seeking over pure-loss gambles. In the 

context of Study 1, this effect holds regardless of the construal or bracketing manipulation.  

Model 1 also shows that there is no significant interaction between construal level and 

bracketing, and this result holds over both mixed and pure-loss gambles. This suggests that 

neither manipulation is moderated by the other. Thus, the effect of bracketing is not increased or 

decreased by whether an individual is in an abstract or concrete mindset, and, conversely, the 

effect of construal is not changed depending on whether the problem is bracketed broadly or 

narrowly.  

 In Model 2, we also include risk perception rating in the regression. Previous research has 

found that risk perception has a significant negative effect on risk-taking (as perceived riskiness 

increases, risk-taking decreases). We replicate this finding in our study: there is a significant 

negative coefficient on risk perception (𝛽Risk Perception = -0.33, p < 0.001). This suggests that the 

more risky participants perceive a gamble to be, the less likely they are to take it (for both 

gamble types).  

 Importantly, including risk perception in the model decreases the significance of the 

interaction between construal and gamble type (𝛽Model 1 = 1.18, p < 0.001 vs. 𝛽Model 2 = 1.11, p < 

0.05). This suggests that construal level may be mediated by risk perception, such that construal 
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level changes risk perception, which then affects risk-taking. Further, this relationship may be 

moderated by gambling type. We explore this possibility more in-depth below. While the effect 

of construal level is affected by the introduction of risk perception, bracketing is not. This 

suggests that bracketing effects impact preference without changing risk perception. 

These results suggest that risk perception mediates the effect of temporal construal, and, further, 

that this indirect effect is moderated by gamble type. Thus, the value of the indirect effect is 

moderated by whether the gambles being evaluated are mixed or pure-loss. We investigated this 

possibility by running the Hayes (2013, Model 2) bootstrapped moderated mediation analysis, 

with choice as the dependent variable, temporal construal as the independent variable, risk 

perception as the mediator and gamble type (mixed vs. pure-loss) as the moderator (Kenny and 

Little 2013). The results from this analysis show a significant indirect-only mediation for mixed 

gambles (a x b = 0.06, p < 0.01, bias-corrected 95% confidence interval: 0.02, 0.10). For pure-

loss gambles there is no significant mediation. Other results from the mediation analysis are 

reported in Figure 10 below. These results confirm that risk perception mediates temporal 

construal for mixed gambles. 

Study 2: Outcome Bracketing & Temporal Construal 

 In Study 2, we attempt to determine whether bracketing and temporal construal are 

separable, or whether there may be overlap in their effects. While we know from Study 1 that 

choice bracketing and temporal construal have independent effects on risk-taking, we cannot rule 

out the possibility that choice bracketing may be simultaneously affecting problem framing and 

mental construal since mental construal was directly manipulated in Study 1. It may be that 

choice bracketing changes mental construal and this compounds the effect of the temporal 
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construal manipulation used in Study 1. To rule out this possibility and demonstrate that 

bracketing and construal have independent and separable effects, we use a replication of Gneezy 

& Potters’ (1997) bracketing experiment with the addition of a dependent measure (rather than a 

manipulation) of mental construal. We hypothesize that choice bracketing and mental construal 

are unrelated—that choice bracketing should not have a significant effect on mental 

representation (abstract vs. concrete) nor will construal level mediate the effect of choice 

bracketing  on risk-taking. Note that since construal level is a measured variable in this study, we 

may not have enough variance in this metric to find a significant effect of individual differences 

in construal level on risk-taking propensity, nor is this question of individual differences in 

construal a focus of this study.  

Method 

 Study 2 was conducted online using 172 participants (Mage = 32.3 years, 56% male) on 

Amazon’s MTurk. This study is a replication of Gneezy & Potters’ (1997) study of bracketing 

effects with the addition of the complete Behavior Identification Form (BIF) (Vallacher and 

Wegner 1989), which was designed to measure individual differences in the identification of 

different actions. Under the BIF, individuals are asked to indicate which description of a target 

action they prefer. As an example, one item from the BIF asks participants to indicate which 

description of reading they prefer: “[f]ollowing lines of print” or “[g]aining knowledge.” Past 

research on CLT has used the BIF to measure differences in mental construal (Fujita, Henderson, 

et al. 2006). Following the use of the BIF by these researchers, we code preferences for low-level 

descriptions as a 0, and preferences for high-level descriptions as a 1. This means the total score 

on the BIF can range from 0 to 25, with higher scores indicating a preference for higher-level 
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identifications and a more abstract mental construal. In addition to the BIF, we also asked for a 

risk perception rating of the investment task so we could control for risk perception and evaluate 

whether this variable is impacted by bracketing, mental construal or both. This variable was not 

measured in Gneezy & Potters’ original study either. 

 In Gneezy & Potters’ (1997) study, participants were randomly assigned to one of two 

treatment conditions: H (high frequency) and L (low frequency). All participants, regardless of 

condition, participated in 12 betting rounds where they were asked to bet part of a 200-cent 

endowment. The bet was identical across all rounds and had a 33% chance of winning 2.5 times 

the amount bet and a 67% chance of losing the amount bet. The participants carried forward any 

part of the 200-cent endowment that they did not bet. For rounds 1-9 (part 1), participants in both 

conditions were asked to bet anywhere between 0 and 200 cents for each round. For rounds 10-

12 (part 2), participants were asked to bet using their earnings from rounds 1-9. These earnings 

were a cumulative total of the amount won and lost in each round, and any amount from the 200-

cent endowment for each round that was not gambled. For example, if an individual bet 50 cents 

in round 1 and won, they would carry forward 150 cents (winnings from the bet), plus an 

additional 150 cents (the part of the endowment not gambled). For each round, the outcome of 

the gamble was determined by a random number generator where participants won if a number 

less than or equal to 33 was drawn, and lost if a number greater than or equal to 34 was drawn. In 

Treatment H, participants determined a betting amount and received outcome feedback after 

each of the 12 rounds. In Treatment L, participants determined a constant betting amount for 

three rounds at a time (e.g., rounds 1-3) and then were presented with aggregated outcome 

information after the third round (rounds 3, 6, 9 and 12). 
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 Following the set-up of Gneezy & Potters (1997), we hope to replicate the authors’ 

findings regarding bracketing and risk-taking. We use the same set-up as Gneezy & Potters, 

except instead of using an original endowment of 200 cents for each round, we use an 

endowment of 100 cents. We should see participants bet more under Treatment L than under 

Treatment H, assuming they are myopically loss averse. This is because participants in 

Treatment L see fewer single losses than participants in Treatment H because the gamble has a 

positive expected value, but involves a high chance of loss in each undertaking. When played 

repeatedly, participants should come out ahead except in a small proportion of cases. 1 

Participants in Treatment L are more likely to see aggregated outcomes that are positive and, 

thus, should experience less loss aversion than participants in Treatment H. 

It is also possible that the bracketing manipulation affects subjective beliefs about the 

gamble such that participants in Treatment L believe that the gamble is less risky than 

participants in Treatment H as a result of the bracketing effect. To rule out this alternative 

explanation and to demonstrate that bracketing acts through decision framing and not by 

changing beliefs related to the risk, we measure risk perception at the end of the twelve trials. 

Risk perception is measured using a 7-point scale from 1 (Not at all Risky) to 7 (Extremely 

Risky) as in Study 1. In order to be consistent with the terminology of Study 1, in reporting our 

results we will refer to Treatment H as the Narrow Bracketing condition, and we will refer to 

Treatment L as the Broad Bracketing condition. This makes comparison to the results from 

Study 1 easier. 

                                                
1 In our study, participants could not earn less than $0—they could only lose money that was endowed to them or 

earned through gambling. Given this, only 4 participants (2% of the sample) gained nothing by the conclusion of 

round 12. 
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 Finally, after the betting trials have been completed, all participants fill out the 25-item 

BIF and provide answers to demographic variables (gender and age). To ensure incentive 

compatibility on the gambling task, participants were told that 15 participants completing the 

survey would be randomly selected to receive their total earnings as a bonus payment. All 

participants received a base payment regardless of whether they were chosen in the random 

drawing at the conclusion of the survey. The instructions used in Study 2 are reprinted in 

Appendix B. 

Results 

Bracketing  

 First we examine how our results compare to Gneezy & Potters’ (1997) findings. Our 

results are summarized in Table 8 and Figure 11. The average amount bet (reported both as 

dollar amount and percentage of endowment bet) is shown in blocks of three rounds. The final 

row of Table 8 shows the average percentage of endowment bet over rounds 1-9. Evaluating the 

amount bet across rounds (in blocks of three), we see that participants in the Broad Bracketing 

condition bet marginally significantly more than participants in the Narrow Bracketing condition 

for most rounds. While Gneezy & Potters (1997) found significant differences between 

conditions for all rounds evaluated, we found only a marginally significant difference for rounds 

1-3 and 4-6, while the difference for the later rounds (rounds 7-9) was not significantly different, 

though they are directionally equivalent to the original authors’ findings. Looking at the average 

percentage of endowment bet across all rounds (1-9) also shows a directional treatment effect: 

participants in the Broad Bracket condition bet more than participants in the Narrow Bracket 

condition, though this effect is not significant. These findings confirm that individuals 
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experience myopic loss aversion and that it is attenuated when forced to bracket gambles more 

broadly. In other words, broader brackets lead to more risk-taking in the gambling domain. 

While the original authors did not look at the data this way, we ran a generalized linear 

model2 of total percentage of endowment bet on bracketing condition (1 = Broad Bracket, 0 = 

Narrow Bracket), percentage of money lost, and participant demographics (standardized age and 

gender). The results of this regression are shown in Table 9, Model 1. As the coefficient on the 

Broad Bracket indicator shows, there is a significant positive effect of viewing the gambles and 

outcomes more broadly (𝛽 = 0.56, p = 0.02), such that receiving less outcome feedback and 

having less flexibility in determining betting amount results in a significantly higher total amount 

bet compared to the Narrow Bracket condition. 

Further, we do not find a significant effect of percentage of money lost (𝛽 = 0.44, p = 

0.27). This finding replicates that of Gneezy & Potters’. This finding should be interpreted with 

caution, as it does not necessarily suggest that experienced losses did not affect risky choice 

since participants in the Broad Bracket condition experience fewer losses by experimental 

design. Thus, the bracketing indicator may capture any impact that losses may have, and there is 

no additional main effect of percentage of money lost separate from this difference between 

conditions. 

We were also able to control for the effect of risk perception in our study—a variable that 

was not measured in the original study. Including risk perception in the above regression, we 

find that risk perception has a marginally significant negative effect on risk-taking across 

conditions (𝛽 = -0.12, p = 0.10). We also find that the significant positive effect of broad 

                                                
2 We used a GLM model with a logit link and binomial distribution. This model was chosen because our 

dependent variable is a percentage.  
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bracketing still holds even controlling for the effect of risk perception (𝛽 = 0.60, p = 0.01). This 

regression is reported in Table 9, Model 2. It is also interesting to note, in line with our results 

from Study 1, the bracketing manipulation does not have a significant effect on risk perception: 

MBroad Bracket = 5.15 vs. MNarrow Bracket = 4.93, z = 1.61, p = 0.11). Thus, bracketing is not impacting 

risky choice through changes in perceptions, but rather through changes in preferences. 

Construal Level 

 After looking at the effects of bracketing on risk tolerance, we turn to the effect of 

bracketing on mental construal. To measure mental construal, we used the Behavior 

Identification Form (BIF) developed by Vallacher & Wegner (1989). Following the practice of 

previous researchers (Fujita, Henderson, et al. 2006), we code high-level descriptions as 1, and 

low-level descriptions as 0. This provides an index for each participant ranging from 0 to 25, 

with higher scores indicating more abstract mental construals. Looking at our results for the BIF, 

we found the scale to be highly reliable (𝛼 = 0.92). Thus, we created a BIF Index for each 

individual. The average score across subjects was 15.1 (SD = 6.80), with scores running the 

entire range from 0 to 25. 

 To test our hypothesis that bracketing does not affect mental construal, we measured the 

effect of the bracketing manipulation (Narrow Bracket vs. Broad Bracket) on a participant’s BIF 

Index. We found that the bracketing manipulation did not have a significant effect on BIF Index 

(MNarrow = 15.34 vs. MBroad = 14.79, z = -0.54, p = 0.59). This suggests that there is not a direct 

relationship between bracketing and construal level: broader (narrower) brackets do not cause an 

increase (decrease) in risk tolerance by creating a more (less) abstract mental construal of risk. 
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 In our Study 1, we found that mental construal (operationalized using temporal distance) 

had a significant effect on risk perception, which, in turn, affected risk-taking. In other words, 

risk perception mediated the effect of mental construal on risk-taking. Consistent with this 

finding, a Kruskal-Wallis test shows that risk perception is significantly different by BIF Index 

score (𝜒!(24) with ties = 37.36, p = 0.04). Thus, mental construal at the individual level is 

significantly different by risk perception rating (across bracketing groups). Again, this suggests 

that mental construal impacts beliefs and perceptions about risks, while bracketing affects 

preferences for risk-taking.  

Study 3: Simultaneous Effects of Bracketing & Temporal Distance on Construal 

 In Studies 1 and 2 we demonstrated that choice bracketing—both in terms of aggregating 

problems and outcomes—affected risk-taking separately from temporal distance. In Study 2, we 

specifically demonstrated that choice bracketing did not have a significant effect on the 

Behavioral Identification Form, suggesting that choice bracketing was not changing mental 

construal and affecting risk-taking through this mechanism. However, in Studies 1 and 2 we do 

not explicitly test whether a temporal distance manipulation affects mental construal while 

choice bracketing does not. To confirm this, in Study 3 we provide a manipulation check for the 

temporal distance conditions to show that increased temporal distance leads to a more abstract 

construal. Moreover, in Study 2 we used a bracketing manipulation that confounded problem and 

outcome bracketing. Thus, in Study 3, we introduce two manipulations of bracketing that 

independently aggregate either the choices/number of trials (problem bracketing) or the 

outcomes (outcome bracketing). This way we can separately test that neither form of choice 

bracketing affects mental construal.  
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Method 

 Study 3 was conducted online using 119 participants (Mage = 30.8 years, 52% male) from 

Amazon’s MTurk. Participants were randomly assigned to one of four conditions using a 2 

(Temporal Distance: Near, Far) x 2 (Bracketing: Problem, Outcome) between-subjects design. 

All participants were asked whether they would take two gambles. These gambles were a subset 

of the ones used in Study 1. Gamble 1 offered a 90% chance to win $0.10 and a 10% chance to 

lose $0.50, played 150 times; and Gamble 2 offered a 50% chance to win $0.25 and a 50% 

chance to lose $0.15, played 120 times. As in Study 1, these gambles have approximately equal 

payoff distributions across the multiple trials, but different characteristics. After completing the 

gambling task, participants were asked a single-item behavioral identification question related to 

gambling. This question was designed to test participants’ preferences for a more abstract or 

concrete construal of a gambling task. As with Study 1, we used an incentive compatible lottery 

task at the beginning of the survey to induce participants to express their true gambling 

preferences: participants were told that ten individuals would be chosen at random to have one of 

the gambles (also chosen at random) played out for them. 

 For the temporal distance manipulation we used a writing task in addition to 

manipulating the time at which the gambles would occur. For the Near condition, we told 

participants to imagine they are going about their daily activities today and they are offered a 

chance to gamble. We then tell them that before getting into the details of the gamble, we would 

like them to write about their daily activities and how they plan to spend their day, as well as 

how they imagine a gamble fitting into their schedule for today. In the Far-Future condition, we 

used a similar prompt but referenced a year from now. Following the writing task, we also 

referenced different timeframes for the gambles by condition, such that participants in the Near-
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Future condition were asked about gambles taking place today, while participants in the Far 

condition were asked about gambles taking place one year from now.  

 For bracketing, we used two separate manipulations to distinguish between problem 

bracketing and outcome bracketing. In Study 1, the bracketing manipulation aggregated 

outcomes (outcome bracketing) in the distributional format of the gamble, while in Study 2 the 

bracketing manipulation aggregated both outcomes and problems across betting rounds in the H 

Treatment/Broad Bracketing condition. Aggregating outcomes or problems/choices are both 

forms of broad bracketing, which is why in Study 3 we wanted to be more precise and separately 

measure the effects of both bracketing types. 

  For the Problem bracketing condition, we represented each gamble as a block with red 

dots for potential losses and black dots for potential gains. For example, a block with nine black 

dots and one red dot would represent one trial of Gamble 1. We also described the gamble in 

words so that participants knew what monetary amount each dot represented. To convey the 

number of trials, we showed the participants 150 (for Gamble 1) or 120 (for Gamble 2) blocks. 

Participants were then asked to choose between taking the gamble, taking the certainty 

equivalent, or being indifferent between the gamble and the certainty equivalent. The certainty 

equivalent for both gambles was $3 (as in Study 1). For the Outcome bracketing condition, we 

used the same format as the distributional format problems in Study 1, except we represented the 

distribution with black dots (for gains) and red dots (for losses). The materials for this study are 

reprinted in Appendix B. 

 The main purpose of this study is to examine the effects of the bracketing manipulations 

and the temporal distance manipulation on the Behavioral Identification question. Based on 

Construal level theory research, we expect that temporal distance will have a significant impact 
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on the measure, such that participants in the Far-Future condition will have higher scores than 

participants in the Near-Future condition. This would demonstrate that temporal distance affects 

mental construal and, thus, that temporal distance is acting through a changed mindset. We also 

predict, based on Studies 1 and 2, that bracketing will not have a significant effect on the 

behavioral identification measure such that its effect on willingness to gamble cannot be 

attributed to changes in mental construal.  

Results 

Willingness to Gamble 

Though not central to the hypotheses being tested in Study 3, we did find that the results 

for willingness to gamble replicated our findings from Studies 1 and 2. Participants were 

significantly more likely to gamble in the Far-Future condition than in the Near-Future condition 

(71% vs. 57%, 𝜒!(1) = 4.09, p = 0.043). We also found that participants were significantly more 

likely to accept the gamble in the Outcome bracketing conditions compared to the Problem 

bracketing conditions (79% vs. 51%, 𝜒!(1) = 17.11, p < 0.001). This implies that individuals still 

underweight the effect of multiple trials when the total number of choices is made more salient. 

Therefore, individuals are overweighting the probability of a loss when problems are bracketed 

together, and they have a difficult time determining the distribution of payoffs they may face 

over several trials of a gamble. Ultimately, our results suggest that the findings from Benartzi & 

Thaler’s (1999) study are the result of aggregating outcomes over trials rather than making the 

number of trials more salient.  

To confirm that both bracketing and construal have an effect on gambling that is 

independent of the other, we ran a logistic regression of gambling (0 = did not choose gamble, 1 
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= chose gamble) on a dummy variable for temporal distance (0 = Near condition, 1 = Far 

condition), a dummy variable for bracketing type (0 = Problem bracket, 1 = Outcome bracket), 

and demographic variables (gender and standardized age). The results from this regression are 

shown in Table 10. The coefficient on temporal distance is significant and positive (𝛽 = 0.865, p 

= 0.024), as is the coefficient on bracket type (𝛽 = 1.440, p = 0.001). Thus, participants are 

significantly more likely to gamble if they are contemplating gambles taking place next year 

compared to participants contemplating gambles taking place today. Further, participants were 

significantly more likely to gamble if they saw the gambles in an outcome bracket versus a 

problem bracket. The significance of each variable in the presence of the other suggests that both 

manipulations have an independent effect on gambling even when controlling for the effect of 

the other (in other words, bracketing induces risk-seeking even controlling for the increased 

willingness to gamble resulting from an abstract mindset and vice versa). These results replicate 

those of both Study 1 and 2. 

Construal Measures 

 While we replicated our findings related to gambling, we have yet to conclusively show 

that temporal distance and choice bracketing act through different mechanisms. The previous 

literature has demonstrated that temporal distance affects mental construal, with greater temporal 

distance leading to a more abstract mindset. Throughout this paper, we have attempted to 

demonstrate that choice bracketing acts through a different mechanism independent of changes 

in mental construal. While Study 2 confirmed that bracketing (problem and outcome combined) 

did not significantly affect the BIF, we have not shown that temporal distance does (and that 

bracketing, simultaneously, does not). To test these hypotheses, we asked all participants to 
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respond to a single-item behavioral identification measure. For this measure, we asked 

participants to indicate their preference for the way a lottery can be described. The two options 

were: (a) a large cash prize or (b) small chances of winning. The first option represents the more 

abstract construal, as individuals in an abstract mindset have been shown to focus more on 

payoffs than probability; the second option represents the more concrete construal, since a 

concrete mindset leads to an increased focus on probabilities. To summarize our hypotheses, we 

predict that temporal distance will have a significant positive effect on the behavioral 

identification measure such that greater temporal distance will increase the probability of 

choosing the abstract description, while choice bracketing will not have a significant effect on 

preferences for the two description options.  

 Comparing the average scores on the behavioral identification measure across conditions, 

we find that the measure is significantly different by temporal distance condition (MNear = 0.18 

vs. MFar = 0.33, 𝜒!(1) = 6.23, p = 0.01). This result suggests that individuals contemplating 

gambles with a greater temporal distance (one year from now) think in more abstract terms than 

individuals contemplating gambles with a smaller temporal distance (today). In some sense this 

finding also acts as a manipulation check for the temporal distance manipulation—we have now 

demonstrated that temporal distance is in fact affecting mental construal as postulated and 

suggested by the extant literature.  

 A similar comparison of the average behavioral identification measure scores for the 

bracketing conditions does not show a significant effect of bracket type on mental construal 

(MProblem = 0.23 vs. MOutcome = 0.27, 𝜒!(1) = 0.528, p = 0.47). This implies that bracketing type 

does not have a significant effect on mental construal (or at least not a differential impact for 

problem versus outcome bracketing), and that outcome bracketing is not affecting risk-taking 
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through changes in mental construal. Though not directly tested in Study 1, this suggests that the 

effect of the distributional format on risk-taking propensity was not being driven through 

changes in mental construal. 

 To test that temporal distance and bracketing have independent effects on mental 

construal (or, more specifically, to demonstrate that temporal distance has an effect on mental 

construal separate from any possibly effect bracketing may have), we ran a logistic regression of 

behavioral identification score on a dummy variable for temporal distance (0 = Near-Future, 1 = 

Far-Future), a dummy variable for bracket type (0 = Problem, 1 = Outcome) and participant 

demographics (gender and standardized age). The results from this regression are shown in Table 

11. As the table shows, the coefficient on temporal distance is significant and positive (𝛽 = 1.14, 

p = 0.02), while the coefficient on bracketing type is not significant (𝛽 = 0.41, p = 0.37). These 

regression results further confirm that temporal distance leads to a more abstract mental 

construal, as measured by the behavioral identification score, while outcome bracketing does not. 

General Discussion 

 Across three studies we have demonstrated that (a) choice bracketing and temporal 

distance have independent effects on risk-taking; (b) temporal distance acts through mental 

construal while bracketing does not; and (c) the effect of temporal distance is mediated by risk 

perception. We were able to confirm these effects using two types of bracketing (problem and 

outcome) and across two gambling types (mixed and pure-loss).  

 Our main finding is that mental construal (as manipulated through temporal distance) and 

choice bracketing have separable and independent effects on risk-taking. Across all three studies 

we demonstrate that temporal distance and choice bracketing have significant positive effects on 
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risk-taking, such that greater temporal distance and broader choice brackets increase risk-taking, 

even when controlling for both manipulations simultaneously. These results imply that even if 

there is a correlation between the two effects, there is an independent effect for each that is 

separate from any similar or coinciding result between the two. This is an important distinction 

since both theories posit affecting risk-taking by enacting a more holistic, gestalt or abstract view 

of the problem. However, our results suggest that there is a distinct mechanism involved for 

each. We have also shown that these variables do not have a moderating effect on each other 

such that the presence of one changes the effect of the other. This is also an important finding 

suggesting that the effects of temporal distance and choice bracketing are additive. 

 In Study 1, we were also able to show that temporal distance, and not choice bracketing, 

is mediated by risk perception. Thus, as temporal distance increases, an individual perceives that 

the gamble is less risky, which, in turn, increases the willingness to accept it. This finding 

implies that temporal distance changes the internal representation of a problem. However, choice 

bracketing is not mediated by risk perception and still has a significant effect when controlling 

for changes in perceived risk, which implies that choice bracketing acts through risk preferences 

and is an external factor affecting risk-taking. Choice bracketing may make certain 

characteristics more or less salient through decision framing, but these differences do not 

significantly impact risk perception; participants still find the risks to be as risky regardless of 

presentation, which cannot be said for temporal distance. 

 In addition to examining different types of bracketing, we also used different types of 

gambles. In Study 1 we used mixed gambles and pure-loss gambles. In the current research on 

construal level theory, most studies do not use mixed gambles (most research has focused on 

gambles of the type: win $X with probability p, win $0 with probability 1 – p) and pure-loss 
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gambles have not been explored at all. We find that over pure-loss gambles the standard effects 

of both temporal distance and choice bracketing reverse: instead of increasing risk-seeking over 

losses as found under prospect theory, greater temporal distance and broader choice brackets 

decrease risk-seeking over losses. Our studies suggest that greater research into the effects of 

temporal construal over different gamble types is needed to understand how temporal distance 

and mental construal interact with probabilities and payoffs over both gains and losses. 

 Taken together our findings have interesting implications for decisions that must be made 

over time and for the future. First, our findings suggest that making choices for the future 

(choices removed in time) have a separate and independent effect on decision-making than 

making several decisions across time or making a decision for which feedback or outcomes are 

received across time. Both removing a decision in time, and having the effects of a decision 

accrue over time have a positive effect on risk-taking, suggesting that an individual making 

investment decisions for the future will take greater risk the farther removed it is in time and the 

more (risky) choices are aggregated together. The former effect works through a change in 

mindset, while the latter effect works through a decisional frame (as aggregated outcomes or the 

impact of several trials over time are made more salient). These findings also suggest that 

investment advisors should work to take advantage of the fact that many financial products’ 

consumption does not take place until the future—highlighting this fact may encourage more 

investment or more optimal investing. Similarly, investment advisors should consider framing 

investments that accumulate earnings and losses over time in a more aggregated form that 

reduces the underweighting of time—as suggested by Benartzi & Thaler (1999)—or highlights 

the multiple decisions being aggregated together. 
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Conclusion 

 Our investigation of the relation between construal level and choice bracketing has 

demonstrated that both theories have independent and separate effects on risk-taking behavior. 

Further, we have found that temporal distance is mediated by risk perception, suggesting that 

temporal distance, which acts through mental construal, affects beliefs and perceptions about 

prospective risks, while choice bracketing affects risk preferences. These findings suggest that 

temporal distance and mental construal act through manipulating the internal representation of 

the risk for the individual, while choice bracketing is a framing effect that affects constructed 

preferences for risky decisions. 

 By using both mixed and pure-loss gambles we have also demonstrated that construal and 

bracketing have opposite effects depending on gamble type: broader choice bracketing increases 

risk-seeking over mixed gambles, but decreases risk-seeking over pure-loss gambles. Similarly, 

temporal distance increases risk-seeking over mixed gambles and decreases risk-seeking over 

pure-loss gambles. For temporal distance, this represents one of the first investigations of the 

effect on mixed gambles, and the first study to look specifically at pure-loss gambles. By 

examining multiple types of gambles and bracketing types, we have been able to show that 

temporal distance and choice bracketing are two independent factors affecting risk-taking 

behavior. 
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TABLES 

Table 1: Summary of Actual Subsequent Risks Used in Chapter 1, Study 1 
 

Domain Description Positive Outcome Negative Outcome 
Financial Coin toss game $2 bonus payment -$2 loss 
Ethical Prisoner’s dilemma-type game 2 candy bars -1 candy bar 

Health/Safety (1) A laser pointer with 50% chance 
of a low-voltage electric shock No shock Low-voltage electric 

shock 

Health/Safety (2) Drinking a beverage dyed with 
cochineal extract  

Beverage tastes 
good 

Beverage tastes like 
dead bugs 
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Table 2: Regression Results for Chapter 1, Study 1 
 

 Risk-Taking 
  
Category Match 0.71** 

 (0.23) 
Health/Safety Condition 1.01*** 

 (0.27) 
Category Match x Health/Safety Condition -2.56*** 

 (0.38) 
Risk Perception -0.54*** 

	   (0.05) 
Age 0.01 

	   (0.01) 
Female -0.36 

	   (0.20) 
Constant 5.69*** 
	  	   (0.33) 

 

Notes: (1) Category Match is a dummy variable where 1 signifies the risk matched the category 

of the previously taken risk and 0 signifies the risk did not. (2) Health/Safety Condition is an 

indicator variable for which condition a participant was assigned to (1 = Health/Safety, 0 = all 

others). (3) Female is a dummy variable indicating the participant’s gender (1 indicates the 

participant was female, 0 indicates the participant was male). (4) Standard errors are reported in 

parentheses and are robust and adjusted for clustering on participant. 

 

*** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05 
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Table 3: Summary of Risk Dimensions Used in Chapter 1, Study 2 
 

Variable Description Subsequent 
Risk Prior Risk 

Voluntariness * 

The degree to which an individual 
undertakes the risk voluntarily. Higher 
values indicate the risk was assumed 
involuntarily. 

  ✓ 

Dread * 
Whether the risk can be thought about 
calmly or provokes great dread. Higher 
values indicate more dread. 

✓ ✓ 

Control * 

The degree to which an individual has 
control over the potential outcomes of the 
risk. Higher values indicate that personal 
risk can be controlled. 

✓ ✓ 

Knowledge * 
The amount of knowledge an individual has 
about the risk. Higher values indicate that 
the risk level is not known. 

✓ ✓ 

Severity * 

The likelihood that a negative outcome 
from the risk will be fatal. Higher values 
indicate that a negative outcome is certain 
to be fatal. 

✓ ✓ 

Familiarity * 
Whether the risk is new and novel or old 
and familiar. Higher values indicate the risk 
is seen as more old and familiar. 

✓ ✓ 

Expertise  
How much expertise an individual has 
related to the risky activity. Higher values 
indicate greater expertise. 

✓   

Tempting Fate 

Whether taking the current risk affects 
potential outcomes for any future similar 
risks that may be taken. Higher values 
indicate that taking the current risk would 
affect future outcomes. 

✓ ✓ 

Outcome Type Outcome received for prior risk (positive, 
negative, neither (status quo), or both).   ✓ 

Self-Perception 

How much an individual agrees with the 
statement that he/she is the type of person 
who takes these kinds of risks. Higher 
values indicate stronger agreement. 

✓ ✓ 
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Self-Control 
(What-the-Heck 
Effect) 

Extent to which the participant agrees that 
taking a risk of this type makes him/her 
more likely to take other risks of the same 
type (like breaking a diet). Higher values 
indicate stronger agreement. 

  ✓ 

Risk Perception 
Perceived risk associated with the risky 
activity. Higher values indicate greater 
perceived risk. 

✓ ✓ 

Similarity 
How similar a risk is to another risk on a 
scale from 0 (“Completely Different”) to 
100 (“Identical - No Difference”). 

✓   

Probability of a 
Positive 
Outcome † 

Estimated probability of receiving a positive 
outcome should the participant participate 
in the risky activity (0 to 1). 

✓   

Probability of a 
Negative 
Outcome † 

Estimated probability of receiving a 
negative outcome should the participant 
participate in the risky activity (0 to 1). 

✓   

 
Notes: (1) Dimensions marked with a “†” are taken from the SCER Model (Holtgrave and Weber 

1993). (2) Dimensions marked with a “*” are taken from the Slovic et al. (1985) risk perception 

model. 
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Table 4: Regression Results for Chapter 1, Study 2 

  Risk-Taking 
(1) 

Risk-Taking 
(2) 

Risk-Taking 
(3) 

Category Match 0.26** 0.26** -0.07 
(0.10) (0.10) (0.11) 

Risk Perception -0.62*** -0.63*** -0.47*** 
(0.02) (0.02) (0.03) 

Age -0.01** -0.01 
 (0.004) (0.004) 

Female -0.26** -0.18 -0.14 
(0.11) (0.10) (0.10) 

Similarity   
0.005** 
(0.002) 

Expertise (Subsequent Risk)   
0.34*** 
(0.03) 

Voluntariness (Prior Risk)  
0.04 

 (0.02) 

Knowledge (Prior Risk)  
-0.05 

 (0.03) 

Control (Prior Risk)  
0.04 

 (0.03) 

Familiarity (Prior Risk)  
-0.01 

 (0.03) 

Dread (Prior Risk)  
0.05 

 (0.03) 

Severity (Prior Risk)  
0.01 

 (0.03) 

Tempting Fate (Prior Risk)  
0.06* 0.03 
(0.03) (0.03) 

Positive Outcome (Prior Risk)  
0.05 

 (0.13) 

Negative Outcome (Prior Risk)  
0.01 

 (0.15) 
Status Quo Outcome (Prior 
Risk)  

-0.01 
 (0.15) 

Self-Perception (Prior Risk)  
0.10** 0.09*** 
(0.04) (0.03) 

Self-Control (Prior Risk)  
0.05 

 (0.04) 
Risk Perception (Prior Risk)  0.09*** 0.05 
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(0.03) (0.03) 

Constant 6.58*** 5.20***  3.72*** 
(0.17) (0.28) (0.25) 

Notes: (1) Category Match is a dummy variable where 1 signifies the risk matched the category 

(domain) of the prior risk (written about in the prompt) and 0 signifies the category of the 

subsequent risk did not match that of the prior risk. (2) Similarity is a measured variable for 

perceived similarity between a subsequent risk and the prior risk. Explanations for other variables 

can be found in Table 3. (3) Female is a dummy variable indicating the participant’s gender (1 

indicates the participant was female, 0 indicates the participant was male). (4) Standard errors are 

reported in parentheses and are robust and adjusted for clustering on participant. 

*** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05 
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Table 5: Regression Results for Chapter 1, Study 3 
 

  Risk-Taking 

Frame Match 0.40* 
(0.17) 

Risk Perception -0.68*** 
(0.06) 

Age -0.04*** 
(0.01) 

Female -0.33 
(0.20) 

Constant 7.72*** 
(0.39) 

 
Notes: (1) Frame Match is a dummy variable where 1 signifies the subsequent risk matched the 

randomly assigned frame for the prior risk, and 0 signifies the subsequent risk did not match the 

randomly assigned frame for the prior risk. (2) Female is a dummy variable indicating the 

participant's gender (1 indicates the participant was female, 0 indicates the participant was male). 

(3) Standard errors are reported in parentheses and are robust and adjusted for clustering on 

participant. 

 

*** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05 
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Table 6: Summary of Studies for Chapter 2 

 
  Study 1 Study 2 Study 3 

Bracketing Broad vs. Narrow Broad vs. Narrow Broad vs. Narrow 

Construal Manipulated by 
temporal distance Measured with BIF  

Manipulated by 
temporal distance and 

measured with BIF 

Type of Aggregation Outcome Outcome & Problem 
(combined) 

Outcome & Problem 
(separate) 

Type of Gamble Mixed & Pure-Loss Mixed Mixed 
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Table 7: Ordered Logistic Regression Results for Risk-Taking Across All Gamble Types for 
Chapter 2, Study 2 

 
 Model 1 Model 2 
Broad Bracket 
(1 = Broad, 0 = Narrow) 

-1.66*** -1.33*** 
(0.27) (0.26) 

Abstract Construal  
(1 = Distant/Abstract, 0 = Near/Concrete) 

-0.43 -0.40 
(0.26) (0.26) 

Mixed Gamble 
(1 = Mixed Gamble, 0 = Pure-Loss Gamble) 

-1.29*** -1.53*** 
(0.32) (0.32) 

Broad Bracket * Mixed Gamble 3.91*** 3.47*** 
(0.44) (0.43) 

Abstract Construal * Mixed Gamble 1.18** 1.11* 
(0.44) (0.45) 

Broad Bracket * Abstract Construal -0.23 -0.48 
(0.44) (0.44) 

Broad Bracket * Abstract Construal * Mixed Gamble -0.18 0.04 
(0.63) (0.61) 

Risk Perception  -0.33*** 

 (0.05) 

Age -0.004 0.003 
(0.01) (0.01) 

Gender  
(1 = Male, 0 = Female) 

0.48*** 0.53*** 
(0.12) (0.14) 

Notes: (1) Numbers reported are coefficients from the ordered logit model; (2) Standard errors 

are reported in parentheses and are robust and clustered on participant. 

*** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05 
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Table 8: Average Endowment Bet (Part 1 – Rounds 1-9) for Chapter 2, Study 2 

 

  
Narrow Bracketing 

(Treatment H) 
Broad Bracketing  

(Treatment L) Mann-Whitney z 
($) (%) ($) (%) 

Rounds 1-3 
102.95 34.3% 133.21 44.4% 1.53 
(70.18) (23.4) (99.05) (33.0) [0.064] 

Rounds 4-6 117.69 39.2% 142.10 47.4% 1.35 
(86.95) (29.0) (100.96) (33.7) [0.089] 

Rounds 7-9 
129.22 39.2% 144.66 47.4% 0.74 
(91.38) (29.0) (106.84) (33.7) [0.230] 

Rounds 1-9 
349.87 38.9% 419.97 46.7% 1.16 

(218.58) (24.3) (289.12) (32.1) [0.123] 
	  
Notes: (1) Standard deviations for the average percentages bet are reported in parentheses; (2) 

One-sided significance levels (p-values) for the Mann-Whitney tests are provided in brackets in 

the third column. 	  
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Table 9: Logistic Regression of Percentage of Total Endowment Bet (Rounds 1-9) for Chapter 2, 
Study 2 

  
 Model 1 Model 2 
Bracket Condition 
(1 = Broad Bracket, 0 = Narrow Bracket)  

0.56* 0.60* 
(0.24) (0.24) 

Pct Money Lost 0.44 0.44 
(0.40) (0.39) 

Risk Perception  -0.12 

 (0.07) 

Participant Standardized Age 0.09 0.11 
(0.08) (0.08) 

Participant Gender 
(1 = male, 0 = female) 

0.45* 0.43* 
(0.24) (0.18) 

Constant -1.02** -0.41 
(0.30) (0.45) 

Notes: (1) The coefficients shown above are for a generalized linear model (GLM) with a logit 

link and binomial distribution; (2) Standard errors are reported in parentheses below coefficients 

and are robust. 

** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05  
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Table 10: Logistic Regression Results for Risk-Taking Across Gambles for Chapter 2, Study 3 
 

 

Notes: (1) Numbers reported are coefficients from the logit model; (2) Standard errors are 

reported in parentheses and are robust and clustered on participant; (3) Age is standardized to 

have a mean of zero and standard deviation of 1. 

*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05 

 	  

 
 

Accept 
Gamble  

Bracket Type 
(1 = Outcome, 0 = Problem) 

1.44***  
(0.418)  

Temporal Construal  
(1 = Distant/Abstract, 0 = Near/Concrete) 

0.87**  
(0.383)  

Age -1.50  
(2.287)  

Gender  
(1 = Male, 0 = Female) 

0.37  
(0.390)  

Constant -0.67 
 (0.357)  
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Table 11: Logistic Regression Results for Behavioral Identification Measure for Chapter 2, 
Study 3 

 
 BIF Score  
Bracket Type 
(1 = Outcome, 0 = Problem) 

0.41  
(0.463)  

Temporal Construal  
(1 = Distant/Abstract, 0 = Near/Concrete) 

1.14**  
(0.472)  

Age -4.17  
(3.397)  

Gender  
(1 = Male, 0 = Female) 

0.16  
(0.485)  

 

Notes: (1) Numbers reported are coefficients from the logit model; (2) Standard errors are 

reported in parentheses and are robust and clustered on participant; (3) Age is standardized to 

have a mean of zero and standard deviation of 1. 

** p < 0.05  
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FIGURES 

Figure 1: Histogram of Category Creation by Participants in Chapter 1, Pilot 1A 
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Figure 2: Perceptual Map of Risky Activities from Chapter 1, Pilot 1B 

 
Notes: (1) Perceptual map created using MDS method with two pre-specified dimensions. (2)  
 
Points that are closer together are perceived as more similar to each other by participants.
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Figure 3: Perceptual Map for Chapter 1, Study 1 Post-Test  
 

 
 
Notes: (1) Perceptual map created using MDS method with two pre-specified dimensions. (2) 

Points that are closer together are perceived as more similar to each other by participants. (3) 

Different a priori risk categories are represented by different shapes. The financial category is 

shown as circles, the health/safety category is shown as squares, and the ethical category is 

shown as triangles. 
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Figure 4: Preacher & Hayes (2008) Multiple Mediation Model for Chapter 1, Study 2 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Independent 
X 

Same Category 

Mediator 1 
M 

Perceived Similarity 

Dependent 
Y 

Risk Likelihood 

a1 = 34.59,  
p < .001  b1 = 0.005, 

 p < .01 

 

 
a1 x b1 = 0.159, p < .01 

Bias-Corrected CI: [0.050, 0.277] 

Mediator 2 
M2 

Expertise 

a2 = 0.481,  
p < .001  b2 = 0.339, 

 p < .001 

Total Indirect Effect 
(a1 x b1) + (a2 x b2) = 0.322, p < .001 
Bias-Corrected CI: [0.187, 0.462] 

a2 x b2 = 0.163, p < .001 
Bias-Corrected CI: [0.078, 0.253] 

Note: Indirect effects are estimated using a bootstrap test (5,000 replications). The reported 

95% confidence intervals (“CI”) have been bias-corrected for the sampling distribution. 
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Figure 5: Risk-Taking Likelihood by Frame Match for Chapter 1, Study 3 

 
Note: (1) Frame Match and No Frame Match refer to whether the category of the subsequent risk 

matches the frame randomly assigned to the prior risk. 
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Figure 6: Choices by Gamble Question Format Type (Across Construals, Mixed Gambles Only) 
for Chapter 2, Study 1 
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Figure 7: Choices by Gamble Question Format Type (Across Construals, Loss Gambles Only) 
for Chapter 2, Study 1 
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Figure 8: Gamble Choices by Construal Condition (Static Format, Mixed Gambles Only) for 
Chapter 2, Study 1 
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Figure 9: Gamble Choices by Construal Condition (Static Format, Pure-Loss Gambles Only), 
Chapter 2, Study 1 
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Figure 10: Mediation Analyses for Chapter 2, Study 1 
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Figure 11: Average Endowment by Bracketing Condition and Betting Round for Chapter 2, 
Study 2 
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APPENDIX A: MATERIALS FOR STUDIES USED IN CHAPTER 1 

Materials for Chapter 1, Pilot 1A 

All participants saw the instructions below: 

In the following, you will see a list of several activities. Please group these 

activities together by similarity. So, for example, if you think two activities are very 

similar, they should be together in one group. If, on the other hand, you think two 

activities are very different from each other, then those activities should be placed in 

separate groups. 

As an example, consider four animals: dog, cat, wolf, and lion. You could create 

two groups (one for household pets and one for wild animals): (1) dog and cat; (2) wolf 

and lion. On the other hand, you could create groups based on ancestry, in which case 

your groups could be: (1) dog and wolf; (2) cat and lion. In other words, similarity and 

groups are defined by you and there may be multiple ways to group activities, so you 

should use your own judgment in determining what defines similarity and the resulting 

groups. 

You can use as many groups as you think are necessary. If you think that none of 

the activities are similar, then you can place each activity in its own group. You should 

determine similarity and create groups based on your own perception and assessment – 

there is no “right” answer, it’s just based on what you believe.  

 

All participants evaluated forty risky activities. These activities are listed below: 
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1. Having an affair with a married man or woman. 

2. Investing 10% of your annual income in a moderate growth mutual fund. 

3. Riding your bicycle without a helmet. 

4. Passing off somebody else’s work as your own. 

5. Co-signing a new car loan for a friend. 

6. Going down a ski run that is beyond your ability or closed. 

7. Piloting a small plane on your own as part of a lesson. 

8. Ignoring some persistent physical pain by not going to the doctor. 

9. Eating foods that are past their expiration date but still “look okay.” 

10. Exposing yourself to the sun without wearing sunscreen. 

11. Betting a day’s income on the outcome of a sporting event (e.g., baseball, 

football, soccer). 

12. Investing in a new business venture. 

13. Asking your boss for a raise. 

14. Going camping in the wilderness. 

15. Cheating by a significant amount on your income tax return. 

16. Betting a day’s income at the horse races. 

17. Shoplifting a small item (e.g., a pen or lipstick). 

18. Moving to a city far away from your extended family. 

19. Buying an illegal drug for your own use. 

20. Using someone else’s cable subscription to access online premium TV 

content. 

21. Starting a new career in your mid-thirties. 
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22. Investing 10% of your annual income in a speculative stock. 

23. Not returning a wallet you found that contains $200. 

24. Going scuba diving in the open ocean. 

25. Driving home after having three alcoholic drinks in less than two hours. 

26. Speaking your mind about an unpopular issue in a meeting at work. 

27. Purchasing a lottery ticket. 

28. Engaging in unprotected sex. 

29. Going skydiving. 

30. Driving a car without wearing a seatbelt. 

31. Disagreeing with an authority figure on a major issue. 

32. Choosing a career you truly enjoy over a more secure one. 

33. Not wearing a helmet when riding a motorcycle. 

34. Admitting that your tastes are different from those of your friends. 

35. Walking home alone at night in a somewhat unsafe area of town. 

36. Bungee jumping off of a tall bridge. 

37. Wearing provocative or unconventional clothing on occasion. 

38. Going whitewater rafting at high water. 

39. Traveling on a commercial airplane. 

 

As a note, only thirty-nine activities are listed since one activity (#16: betting a day’s income at 

the horse races) was listed twice as an attention check. 
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Materials for Chapter 1, Pilot 1B 

All participants were asked to rate the similarity between twenty risky activities using pairwise 

comparisons. Participants were given the instructions below: 

 

In the following, you will see questions about several activities. The responses 

that you provide will be in the form of similarity judgments. That is, you will be asked to 

judge the similarity between all possible pairs of activities using a continuous scale from 

0 (Completely Different) to 100 (Identical – No Difference). This means that if you think 

that two activities are not at all alike, you should rate them closer to 0, whereas, if you 

think two activities are very similar, you should rate them closer to 100. Where items fall 

in the range between 0 and 100 is your determination.  

Remember, your similarity ratings are based on your own perception and 

assessment. Use your best judgment when determining similarity between activities, but 

do not worry about the “right” answer as there isn’t one! 

 

The twenty risky activities use in Pilot 1B are as follows: 
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1. Asking your boss for a raise. 

2. Wearing provocative or unconventional clothing on occasion. 

3. Choosing a career you truly enjoy over a more secure one. 

4. Speaking your mind about an unpopular issue in a meeting at work. 

5. Buying an illegal drug for your own use. 

6. Not returning a wallet you found that contains $200. 

7. Passing off somebody else’s work as your own. 

8. Shoplifting a small item (e.g., a pen or lipstick). 

9. Purchasing a lottery ticket. 

10. Betting a day’s income on the outcome of a sporting event. 

11. Gambling a week’s income at a casino. 

12. Investing 10% of your annual income in a speculative stock. 

13. Riding a motorcycle without a helmet. 

14. Walking home alone at night in an unsafe area of town. 

15. Driving a car without wearing a seatbelt. 

16. Ignoring some persistent physical pain by not going to the doctor. 

17. Piloting a small plane on your own as part of a lesson. 

18. Going bungee jumping off of a tall bridge. 

19. Traveling on a commercial airplane. 

20. Going scuba diving in the open ocean. 
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As an example of the task participants were asked to complete, the following is the set-up 

participants saw for one of the risky activities (choosing a career you truly enjoy over a more 

secure one): 
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Materials for Chapter 1, Study 1 

Writing prompt for prior risk conditions (Gambling, Ethical, Health/Safety): 

 

[Financial] Gambling risks are defined as any risks that involve financial gain or loss.  

Some examples of gambling risks include: gambling money at a casino, betting on a 

sporting event, betting at the horse races, and playing a high-stakes poker game.  Think 

back to a time when you took a gambling risk in your life.  Try to think of the most recent 

experience possible. 

Please describe, in about a paragraph, what the experience of taking this gambling risk 

was like for you.  Write your paragraph as if describing to someone what you went 

through, how you felt during the experience and what you thought about.  Please be as 

specific as possible. 

 

[Ethical] Ethical risks are defined as any risks that involve immoral or unethical 

behavior.  Some examples of ethical risks include: taking questionable deductions on 

your income tax return, passing off somebody else’s work as your own, revealing a 

friend’s secret to someone else, and not returning a wallet you found that contains 

money.  Think back to a time when you took an ethical risk in your life.  Try to think of 

the most recent experience possible. 

Please describe, in about a paragraph, what the experience of taking this ethical risk was 

like for you.  Write your paragraph as if describing to someone what you went through, 
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how you felt during the experience and what you thought about.  Please be as specific as 

possible. 

 

[Health/Safety] Health/safety risks are defined as any risks that jeopardize your physical 

health or put you in imminent danger or an unsafe situation.  Some examples of 

health/safety risks include: drinking heavily at a social function, engaging in unprotected 

sex, sunbathing without sunscreen, and walking home alone at night in an unsafe area of 

town.  Think back to a time when you took a health/safety risk in your life.  Try to think of 

the most recent experience possible. 

Please describe, in about a paragraph, what the experience of taking this health/safety 

risk was like for you.  Write your paragraph as if describing to someone what you went 

through, how you felt during the experience and what you thought about.  Please be as 

specific as possible. 

 

All participants saw the following risk likelihood and risk perception questionnaire: 

 

Below you will be asked about four different risky activities and how likely you would be 

to take each of them.  After you provide your responses we will draw a number from 1 to 

4 at random.  For the number drawn, we will look at the corresponding question below 

and see whether you indicated that you were likely to take that specific risk.  You will 

only be presented with the actual risk if your response indicates that you are likely to take 

the risk (you provide a rating greater than or equal to “Not Sure” on the scale).  For this 

reason, it is in your best interest to answer truthfully as you will potentially be asked to 
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take that risk in real life.  Please note that your response can have no effect on the risk 

actually presented to you because the risk will be selected by the experimenter at 

random.  If you have any questions about these instructions or the random drawing, 

please ask the experimenter now (before filling out the questionnaire below). 

 

For each of the following activities/behaviors, please indicate the likelihood that you 

would engage in the described activity or behavior if you were to find yourself in that 

situation. Provide a rating from Extremely Unlikely (1) to Extremely Likely (7), using the 

scale below each statement (please circle the appropriate response).   

 

1. [Health/Safety] Use a laser pointer that has two buttons – one that turns on the 

laser feature, and one that provides a low-voltage shock.  If you use the laser 

pointer, there is a 50% chance you receive an electric shock and a 50% chance 

that you do not. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Extremely 
Unlikely 

Moderately 
Unlikely 

Somewhat 
Unlikely Not Sure Somewhat 

Likely 
Moderately 
Likely 

Extremely 
Likely 

 

 

2. [Health/Safety] Try a food product that contains cochineal extract.  Cochineal 

extract is derived from grinding up insects – the dried bodies of cochineal 

bugs – found primarily in Mexico and South America.  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Extremely 
Unlikely 

Moderately 
Unlikely 

Somewhat 
Unlikely Not Sure Somewhat 

Likely 
Moderately 
Likely 

Extremely 
Likely 
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3. [Ethical] Play the prisoner’s dilemma – a game that requires you to behave 

unethically, either through cheating or lying in order to either win or avoid 

losing. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Extremely 
Unlikely 

Moderately 
Unlikely 

Somewhat 
Unlikely Not Sure Somewhat 

Likely 
Moderately 
Likely 

Extremely 
Likely 

 

 

4. [Financial] Play a gambling game where you have a 50% chance of winning 

$2 and a 50% chance of losing $2. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Extremely 
Unlikely 

Moderately 
Unlikely 

Somewhat 
Unlikely Not Sure Somewhat 

Likely 
Moderately 
Likely 

Extremely 
Likely 

 
 

[Risk Perception] People often see some risk in situations that contain uncertainty about 

what the outcome or consequences will be and for which there is the possibility of negative 

consequences. However, riskiness is a very personal and intuitive notion, and we are 

interested in your gut level assessment of how risky each situation or behavior is. For each of 

the following statements, please indicate how risky you perceive each situation to be. Provide 

a rating from Not at all Risky (1) to Extremely Risky (7), using the scale below each 

statement.  Please note that your responses to this section will not factor into the real risk 

portion of the experiment described above.  Please circle the appropriate response below 

each statement. 
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5. Use a laser pointer that has two buttons – one that turns on the laser feature, 

and one that provides a low-voltage shock.  If you use the laser pointer, there 

is a 50% chance you receive an electric shock and a 50% chance that you do 

not. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Not at all 
Risky 

Slightly 
Risky 

Somewhat 
Risky 

Moderately 
Risky Risky Very 

Risky 

Extremely 
Risky 
 

 

6. Try a food product that contains cochineal extract.  Cochineal extract is 

derived from grinding up insects – the dried bodies of cochineal bugs – found 

primarily in Mexico and South America. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Not at all 
Risky 

Slightly 
Risky 

Somewhat 
Risky 

Moderately 
Risky Risky Very 

Risky 

Extremely 
Risky 
 

 

7. Play the prisoner’s dilemma – a game that requires you to behave unethically, 

either through cheating or lying in order to either win or avoid losing. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Not at all 
Risky 

Slightly 
Risky 

Somewhat 
Risky 

Moderately 
Risky Risky Very 

Risky 

Extremely 
Risky 
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8. Play a gambling game where you have a 50% chance of winning $2 and a 

50% chance of losing $2. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Not at all 
Risky 

Slightly 
Risky 

Somewhat 
Risky 

Moderately 
Risky Risky Very 

Risky 

Extremely 
Risky 

 

 

What is your gender?  Male  Female 

What is your age? _______ years old 
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Materials for Chapter 1, Study 2 

Participants were assigned to one of five prior risk categories (domains): Financial, Ethical, 

Health/Safety, Social, or Recreational. The prompt for each category is shown below: 

 

[Financial] Gambling risks are defined as any risks that involve financial gain or loss. 

Some examples of gambling risks include: gambling money at a casino, betting on a 

sporting event, betting at the horse races, and playing a high-stakes poker game. Think 

back to a time when you took a gambling risk in your life. Try to think of the most recent 

experience possible.  Please describe, in about a paragraph, what the experience of 

taking this gambling risk was like for you. Write your paragraph as if describing to 

someone what you went through, how you felt during the experience and what you 

thought about. Please be as specific as possible. 

 

[Ethical] Ethical risks are defined as any risks that involve immoral/moral or 

unethical/ethical behavior.  Some examples of ethical risks include: taking questionable 

deductions on your income tax return, passing off somebody else’s work as your own, 

revealing a friend’s secret to someone else, and not returning a wallet you found that 

contains money. Think back to a time when you took an ethical risk in your life. Try to 

think of the most recent experience possible.   Please describe, in about a paragraph, 

what the experience of taking this ethical risk was like for you. Write your paragraph as 

if describing to someone what you went through, how you felt during the experience and 

what you thought about. Please be as specific as possible. 
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[Health/Safety] Health/safety risks are defined as any risks that involve your physical 

health or put you in a potentially unsafe situation. Some examples of health/safety risks 

include: drinking heavily at a social function, engaging in unprotected sex, sunbathing 

without sunscreen, and walking home alone at night in an unsafe area of town. Think 

back to a time when you took a health/safety risk in your life. Try to think of the most 

recent experience possible.  Please describe, in about a paragraph, what the experience 

of taking this health/safety risk was like for you. Write your paragraph as if describing to 

someone what you went through, how you felt during the experience and what you 

thought about. Please be as specific as possible. 

 

[Recreational] Recreational risks are defined as any risks that involve an adrenaline 

rush, physical exertion, and unique experiences. Some examples of recreational risks 

include: bungee jumping, snowboarding, skydiving, and backpacking in the remote 

wilderness. Think back to a time when you took a recreational risk in your life. Try to 

think of the most recent experience possible.  Please describe, in about a paragraph, 

what the experience of taking this recreational risk was like for you. Write your 

paragraph as if describing to someone what you went through, how you felt during the 

experience and what you thought about. Please be as specific as possible. 

 

[Social] Social risks are defined as any risks that involve your relationships with friends, 

family, co-workers, or authority figures. Some examples of social risks include: admitting 

your tastes are different from those of your friends, wearing provocative clothing, 

disagreeing with an authority figure, and moving far away from your family. Think back 
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to a time when you took a social risk in your life. Try to think of the most recent 

experience possible.  Please describe, in about a paragraph, what the experience of 

taking this social risk was like for you. Write your paragraph as if describing to someone 

what you went through, how you felt during the experience and what you thought about. 

Please be as specific as possible. 

 

All participants, regardless of category assignment, responded to the questions below: 

 

1. [Financial] Suppose that you and a friend are at a sporting event and one of 

your friends asks if you want to make a bet on the outcome of the event. 

Would you bet a day’s income on the outcome of a sporting event? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Very 
Unlikely Unlikely Somewhat 

Unlikely Undecided Somewhat 
Likely Likely Very 

Likely 
 

2. [Health/Safety] Suppose that your friend picks you up to a go to a movie. 

When they arrive, they tell you that the passenger-side seatbelt in their car 

isn’t working. Would you ride in their car without wearing a seatbelt while 

being a passenger in the front seat? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Very 
Unlikely Unlikely Somewhat 

Unlikely Undecided Somewhat 
Likely Likely Very 

Likely 
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3. [Recreational] Suppose that your friend is going bungee jumping off of a tall 

bridge over a river. They invite you to come along. Would you go bungee 

jumping?   

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Very 
Unlikely Unlikely Somewhat 

Unlikely Undecided Somewhat 
Likely Likely Very 

Likely 
 

4. [Ethical] Suppose that your boss called you into their office. You had just 

given a presentation and they wanted to give you feedback. They said the 

presentation went well and they were especially impressed by the 

graphics.  As it turns out, one of your co-workers did the graphics for you as a 

favor. Your boss is unaware of this. Would you take credit for the graphics 

that your co-worker did for you?  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Very 
Unlikely Unlikely Somewhat 

Unlikely Undecided Somewhat 
Likely Likely Very 

Likely 
 

5. [Social] Suppose that you are at a dinner party with your friends. One of your 

friends brings up a hot topic in politics. As your other friends join in the 

discussion, you realize you have different opinions from those of your friends. 

Would you express your contradictory opinions in front of a group of your 

friends?   

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Very 
Unlikely Unlikely Somewhat 

Unlikely Undecided Somewhat 
Likely Likely Very 

Likely 
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[Risk Perception] People often see some risk in situations that contain uncertainty about 

what the outcome or consequences will be and for which there is the possibility of 

negative consequences. However, riskiness is a very personal and intuitive notion, and 

we are interested in your gut level assessment of how risky each situation or behavior is.  

For each of the following statements, please indicate how risky you perceive each 

situation to be were you to participate in the stated activity. Provide a rating from Not at 

all Risky to Extremely Risky by selecting your response under each activity. 

 

 

Not at 
all 

Risky 
(1) 

Slightly 
Risky 

(2) 

Somewhat 
Risky  

(3) 

Moderatel
y Risky 

 (4) 

Risky 
(5) 

Very 
Risky 

(6) 

Extremely 
Risky  

(7) 

Not wearing a 
seatbelt while 
being a 
passenger in 
the front seat 
of a car.  

O O O O O O O 

Going bungee 
jumping.  

O O O O O O O 

Passing off 
somebody 
else's work as 
your own.  

O O O O O O O 

Betting a day's 
income on the 
outcome of a 
sporting event. 

O O O O O O O 

Admitting that 
your opinions 
are different 
from those of 
your friends. 

O O O O O O O 
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For each of the subsequent risks, participants answered the following questions: 

 

6. To what extent are the risks of this activity known precisely by the people 

who participate in the activity? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Risk level 
known 
precisely 

     Risk level 
not known 

 

7. If you participate in this risk, to what extent can you, by personal skill or 

diligence, avoid negative outcomes? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Personal 
risk can’t 
be 
controlled 

     Personal 
risk can be 
controlled 
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8. Does this risk feel new and novel or old and familiar? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
New      Old 

 

9. Is this a risk that people have learned to live with and can think about 

reasonably calmly, or is it one that people have great dread for—on the level 

of a gut reaction? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Common      Dread 

 

10. When the risk from the activity is realized in the form of a mishap or injury, 

how likely is it that the consequence will be fatal? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Certain 
not to be 
fatal 

     Certain to 
be fatal 

 

11. To what extent does participating in this activity affect the likelihood of a 

negative outcome if you were to participate in a similar risky activity in the 

future? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Taking 
this risk 
does not 
affect 
future 
outcomes 

     Taking 
this risk 
would 
affect 
future 
outcomes 
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12. What is the probability that participating in this activity will result in a 

negative outcome? 

0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90 1.0 
          

 

13. What is the probability that participating in this activity will result in a 

positive outcome? 

0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90 1.0 
          

 

14. How much expertise do you have related to this activity? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Very little 
expertise 

     A lot of 
expertise 
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15. I’m the type of person who likes taking risks of this type. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree Somewhat 
Disagree 

Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree 

Somewhat 
Agree 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

 

16. Using a scale from 0 (Completely Different) to 100 (Identical - No 

Difference), how similar is the risk you wrote about to [Financial subsequent 

risk/Recreational subsequent risk/Health/Safety subsequent risk/Ethical 

subsequent risk/Social subsequent risk]? If you think that the two activities are 

not at all alike, you should rate them closer to 0, whereas, if you think the two 

activities are very similar, you should rate them closer to 100. Where items 

fall in the range between 0 and 100 is your determination.    

0         100 
Completely 
Different 

        Identical – 
No 
Difference 

 

Participants then answered the following questions about the risk they wrote about as their prior 

risk: 

17. Did you face this risk voluntarily? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Risk 
assumed 
voluntarily 

     Risk 
assumed 
involuntarily 
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18. To what extent are the risks of this activity known precisely by the people 

who participate in the activity? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Risk level 
known 
precisely 

     Risk level 
not known 

 

19. If you participate in this risk, to what extent can you, by personal skill or 

diligence, avoid negative outcomes? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Personal 
risk can’t 
be 
controlled 

     Personal 
risk can be 
controlled 
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20. Does this risk feel new and novel or old and familiar? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
New      Old 

 

21. Is this a risk that people have learned to live with and can think about 

reasonably calmly, or is it one that people have great dread for—on the level 

of a gut reaction? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Common      Dread 

 

22. When the risk from the activity is realized in the form of a mishap or injury, 

how likely is it that the consequence will be fatal? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Certain 
not to be 
fatal 

     Certain to 
be fatal 

 

23. To what extent does participating in this activity affect the likelihood of a 

negative outcome if you were to participate in a similar risky activity in the 

future? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Taking 
this risk 
does not 
affect 
future 
outcomes 

     Taking 
this risk 
would 
affect 
future 
outcomes 
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24. Did this risk result in a negative outcome, positive outcome, both, or neither 

(everything stayed the same)? 

o I received a positive outcome or outcomes from taking the risk  

o I received a negative outcome or outcomes from taking the risk  

o I received both positive and negative outcomes from taking the risk  

o I received neither positive nor negative outcomes from taking the risk 

(things stayed the same)  

 

25. I’m the type of person who likes taking risks of this type. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree Somewhat 
Disagree 

Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree 

Somewhat 
Agree 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

 

26. By participating in this risk, I am more likely to participate in other risks of 

this type (it’s like breaking a diet - once I’ve done it, why not do it more?). 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree Somewhat 
Disagree 

Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree 

Somewhat 
Agree 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

 

27. Please indicate how risky you perceive this activity to be. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Not at all 
Risky 

Slightly 
Risky 

Somewhat 
Risky 

Moderately 
Risky 

Risky Very 
Risky 

Extremely 
Risky 

 

 

Participants then provided the following demographic information: 
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What is your gender?  Male  Female 

What year were you born? _______  
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Materials for Chapter 1, Study 3 

 [Riding a Motorcycle Prior Risk Condition] Please imagine the following:  This weekend you 

rode on a motorcycle without a helmet. Your friend let you borrow his motorcycle but he didn't 

have a helmet that you could use. You took the motorcycle out on a highway and some side 

streets. 

[Riding a Motorcycle – Health/Safety Framing] Many people would consider there to be 

several health and/or safety implications related to the decision to ride a motorcycle 

without a helmet. Health/safety implications include potential physical harm, mental 

trauma, and pleasant or unpleasant health outcomes. We would like you to list the main 

health and/or safety implications that you can think of that are associated with this 

particular action. 

[Riding a Motorcycle – Recreational Framing] Many people would consider there to be 

several recreational implications related to the decision to ride a motorcycle without a 

helmet. Recreational implications include physical overexertion, extreme emotional 

feelings, and memorable experiences. We would like you to list the main recreational 

implications that you can think of that are associated with this particular action. 

 

Participants in the Riding a Motorcycle condition saw the following questions regardless of 

framing assignment: 

1. [Recreational subsequent risk] Suppose that you are on vacation and there is 

an activity package that involves bungee jumping. The jump takes place off of 
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a tall bridge over a canyon with a river at the bottom. How likely would you 

be to go bungee jumping? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Very 
Unlikely 

Unlikely Somewhat 
Unlikely 

Undecided Somewhat 
Likely 

Likely Very 
Likely 

 

2. [Health/Safety subsequent risk] Suppose that you meet someone at a bar and 

really hit it off with them. They invite you back to their place. Suppose that 

you are not in a relationship with anyone else, how likely would you be to 

engage in unprotected sex with the person from the bar? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Very 
Unlikely 

Unlikely Somewhat 
Unlikely 

Undecided Somewhat 
Likely 

Likely Very 
Likely 

 

[Risk Perception] People often see some risk in situations that contain uncertainty about what 

the outcome or consequences will be and for which there is the possibility of negative 

consequences. However, riskiness is a very personal and intuitive notion, and we are interested 

in your gut level assessment of how risky each activity listed below is.    For the next two 

questions, please indicate how risky you perceive each activity to be using the scale provided. 

 

3. Going bungee jumping. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Not at all 
Risky 

Slightly 
Risky 

Somewhat 
Risky 

Moderately 
Risky 

Risky Very 
Risky 

Extremely 
Risky 
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4. Engaging in unprotected sex. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Not at all 
Risky 

Slightly 
Risky 

Somewhat 
Risky 

Moderately 
Risky 

Risky Very 
Risky 

Extremely 
Risky 

 

[Dangerous Job Prior Risk Condition] Please imagine the following:  This weekend you decided 

to start working a second job part-time to make a little extra money. The job pays pretty well and 

has good hours, but it is at a packing facility so the employer warned you that there is the 

possibility of getting injured on the job.  

 

[Dangerous Job—Financial Framing] Many people would consider there to be 

several financial implications related to the decision to take on a dangerous job. 

Financial implications include losing or gaining money, not staying within a 

budget, and the ability to cover expenses. We would like you to list the main 

financial implications that you can think of that are associated with this 

particular action. 

 

[Dangerous Job—Health/Safety Framing] Many people would consider there to 

be several health and/or safety implications related to the decision to take on a 

dangerous job. Health/safety implications include potential physical harm, mental 

trauma, and pleasant or unpleasant health outcomes. We would like you to list the 

main health and/or safety implications that you can think of that are associated 

with this particular action. 
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Participants in the Dangerous Job condition saw the following questions regardless of framing 

assignment: 

 

1. Suppose that you are invited to the horse races. How likely would you be to 

bet a day's worth of income at the horse races? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Very 
Unlikely 

Unlikely Somewhat 
Unlikely 

Undecided Somewhat 
Likely 

Likely Very 
Likely 

 

2. Suppose that you meet someone at a bar and really hit it off with them. They 

invite you back to their place. Suppose that you are not in a relationship with 

anyone else, how likely would you be to engage in unprotected sex with the 

person from the bar? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Very 
Unlikely 

Unlikely Somewhat 
Unlikely 

Undecided Somewhat 
Likely 

Likely Very 
Likely 
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[Risk Perception] People often see some risk in situations that contain uncertainty about what 

the outcome or consequences will be and for which there is the possibility of negative 

consequences. However, riskiness is a very personal and intuitive notion, and we are interested 

in your gut level assessment of how risky each activity listed below is.    For the next two 

questions, please indicate how risky you perceive each activity to be using the scale provided. 

3. Engaging in unprotected sex. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Not at all 
Risky 

Slightly 
Risky 

Somewhat 
Risky 

Moderately 
Risky 

Risky Very 
Risky 

Extremely 
Risky 

 

4. Betting a day's worth of income at the horse races. 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Not at all 
Risky 

Slightly 
Risky 

Somewhat 
Risky 

Moderately 
Risky 

Risky Very 
Risky 

Extremely 
Risky 

 

 

All participants regardless of prior risk condition assignment answered the following 

demographic questions: 

5. What is your gender? 

6. How old are you? 
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APPENDIX B: STUDY MATERIALS FROM CHAPTER 2 

Materials for Chapter 2, Study 1 

All participants saw the following, with different conditions shown in brackets. 

 

The following investigates risky choice behavior. You will be presented with 14 

problems total. In the first 12 problems, you will be asked to choose between a gamble 

and a certain outcome, or to choose between two gambles. To help keep you interested, 

we have designed the following payoff scheme: after the questionnaires are completed, 

ten participants will be chosen at random, and these participants will have a random 

gamble from the first 8 problems played out for them [today/in one month] (again, picked 

at random). Note that you can, by always selecting the certain outcome, guarantee that 

you cannot lose any money. However, if you are one of the participants selected, and you 

have chosen to gamble on the choice problem selected, then there is some chance you 

could lose money. If this unlikely situation occurred, you would be expected to pay off 

your loss. However, if your loss exceeded the payment for the survey, you could elect to 

pay off your loss by doing additional surveys at the rate of $8.00 per hour. In any case, 

participation in the task is completely voluntary, and you will have a chance at the end of 

the experiment to decline the opportunity to have one of your first 8 choices played out 

[today/in one month]. 
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For each question on the following pages, you will be shown one or more 

gambles and a certain amount. After considering both of these, please respond with your 

preference for [today/one month from now] where indicated. 

 

1. The gamble: 
 

10%  *      Win $0.75 
90% ********* Lose $0.01 
 
The gamble is played 90 times [today/in one month]. 
 
The certain amount: $3 
 
Please choose one of the following: 
 
____ I prefer the gamble [today/in one month]. 
____ I prefer the certain amount [today/in one month]. 
____ I am indifferent between the gamble and the certain amount [today/in one month]. 
 

How risky do you believe the gamble is? Please respond using the scale below. 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Not at all 
Risky 

Slightly 
Risky 

Somewhat 
Risky 

Moderately 
Risky Risky Very Risky Extremely 

Risky 
 
 
2. The gamble: 

 
90%  ********* Win $0.10 
10% *  Lose $0.50 
 
The gamble is played 150 times [today/in one month]. 
 
The certain amount: $3 
 
Please choose one of the following: 
 
____ I prefer the gamble [today/in one month]. 
____ I prefer the certain amount [today/in one month]. 
____ I am indifferent between the gamble and the certain amount [today/in one month]. 
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How risky do you believe the gamble is? Please respond using the scale below. 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Not at all 
Risky 

Slightly 
Risky 

Somewhat 
Risky 

Moderately 
Risky Risky Very Risky Extremely 

Risky 
 
3. The gamble: 

 
50%  *****  Win $0.25 
50% *****  Lose $0.15 
 
The gamble is played 120 times [today/in one month]. 
 
The certain amount: $3 
 
Please choose one of the following: 
 
____ I prefer the gamble [today/in one month]. 
____ I prefer the certain amount [today/in one month]. 
____ I am indifferent between the gamble and the certain amount [today/in one month]. 
 

How risky do you believe the gamble is? Please respond using the scale below. 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Not at all 
Risky 

Slightly 
Risky 

Somewhat 
Risky 

Moderately 
Risky Risky Very Risky Extremely 

Risky 
 

 
4. The gamble [today/in one month]: 

 
1% #     Win $12 
1% #     Win $11 
4% ####     Win $10 
7% #######    Win $9 
12% ############   Win $8 
16% ################   Win $7 
18% ##################  Win $6 
16% ################   Win $5 
12% ############   Win $4 
7% #######    Win $3 
4% ####     Win $2 
1% #     Win $1 
1% #     $0 
 
The certain amount: $3 
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Please choose one of the following: 
 
____ I prefer the gamble [today/in one month]. 
____ I prefer the certain amount [today/in one month]. 
____ I am indifferent between the gamble and the certain amount [today/in one month]. 
 

How risky do you believe the gamble is? Please respond using the scale below. 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Not at all 
Risky 

Slightly 
Risky 

Somewhat 
Risky 

Moderately 
Risky Risky Very Risky Extremely 

Risky 
 

 
5. The gamble [today/in one month]: 

 
0.00001% .     Win $19 
0.001% ..     Win $15 
1%  #     Win $12 
2%  ##     Win $10.80 
6%  ######    Win $9.60 
12%  ############   Win $8.40 
18%  ##################  Win $7.20 
22%  ######################  Win $6 
18%  ##################  Win $4.80 
12%  ############   Win $3.60 
6%  ######    Win $2.40 
2%  ##     Win $1.20 
1%  #     $0 
0.1%  ..     Lose $3 
0.001% .     Lose $18 
 
The certain amount: $3 
 
Please choose one of the following: 
 
____ I prefer the gamble [today/in one month]. 
____ I prefer the certain amount [today/in one month]. 
____ I am indifferent between the gamble and the certain amount [today/in one month]. 
 

How risky do you believe the gamble is? Please respond using the scale below. 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Not at all 
Risky 

Slightly 
Risky 

Somewhat 
Risky 

Moderately 
Risky Risky Very Risky Extremely 

Risky 
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6. The gamble: 

 
50%  *****  Win $2.50 
50% *****  Lose $1.50 
 
The gamble is played 120 times [today/in one month]. 
 
The certain amount: $30 
 
Please choose one of the following: 
 
____ I prefer the gamble [today/in one month]. 
____ I prefer the certain amount [today/in one month]. 
____ I am indifferent between the gamble and the certain amount [today/in one month]. 
 

How risky do you believe the gamble is? Please respond using the scale below. 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Not at all 
Risky 

Slightly 
Risky 

Somewhat 
Risky 

Moderately 
Risky Risky Very Risky Extremely 

Risky 
 

7. The gamble [today/in one month]: 
 

1% #     Win $120 
1% #     Win $110 
4% ####     Win $100 
7% #######    Win $90 
12% ############   Win $80 
16% ################   Win $70 
18% ##################  Win $60 
16% ################   Win $50 
12% ############   Win $40 
7% #######    Win $30 
4% ####     Win $20 
1% #     Win $10 
1% #     $0 
 
The certain amount: $30 
 
Please choose one of the following: 
 
____ I prefer the gamble [today/in one month]. 
____ I prefer the certain amount [today/in one month]. 
____ I am indifferent between the gamble and the certain amount [today/in one month]. 
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How risky do you believe the gamble is? Please respond using the scale below. 
 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Not at all 
Risky 

Slightly 
Risky 

Somewhat 
Risky 

Moderately 
Risky Risky Very Risky Extremely 

Risky 
 
8. Gamble A 

 
90%  *********  Win $0.10 
10% *   Lose $0.30 
 
The gamble is played 100 times [today/in one month]. 
 
  OR 
 
Gamble B 
 
10% *   Win $0.50 
90% *********  Win $0 
 
This gamble is played 100 times [today/in one month]. 
 
Please choose one of the following: 
 
____ I prefer Gamble A [today/in one month]. 
____ I prefer Gamble B [today/in one month]. 
____ I am indifferent between Gamble A and Gamble B [today/in one month]. 
 

How risky do you believe Gamble A is? Please respond using the scale below. 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Not at all 
Risky 

Slightly 
Risky 

Somewhat 
Risky 

Moderately 
Risky Risky Very Risky Extremely 

Risky 
 

How risky do you believe Gamble B is? Please respond using the scale below. 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Not at all 
Risky 

Slightly 
Risky 

Somewhat 
Risky 

Moderately 
Risky Risky Very Risky Extremely 

Risky 
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You will now be asked four more questions similar to those that you saw above. 

Again, in these problems you will be asked to choose between a gamble and a certain 

outcome to be played and/or received [today/in one month]. Unlike the previous 

questions, the following questions will not be included in the random drawing [today/in 

one month]. However, please think over each of the questions carefully before answering. 

 

9. The gamble: 
 

90%  *********  Lose $0.10 
10% *   Lose $0.50 
 
The gamble is played 50 times [today/in one month]. 
 
The certain amount: - $4 (Lose $4) 
 
Please choose one of the following: 
 
____ I prefer the gamble [today/in one month]. 
____ I prefer the certain amount [today/in one month]. 
____ I am indifferent between the gamble and the certain amount [today/in one month]. 
 

How risky do you believe the gamble is? Please respond using the scale below. 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Not at all 
Risky 

Slightly 
Risky 

Somewhat 
Risky 

Moderately 
Risky Risky Very Risky Extremely 

Risky 
 

10. The gamble: 
 

50%  *****   Lose $0.15 
50% *****   Lose $0.25 
 
The gamble is played 35 times [today/in one month]. 
 
The certain amount: - $4 (Lose $4) 
 
Please choose one of the following: 
 
____ I prefer the gamble [today/in one month]. 
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____ I prefer the certain amount [today/in one month]. 
____ I am indifferent between the gamble and the certain amount [today/in one month]. 
 

How risky do you believe the gamble is? Please respond using the scale below. 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Not at all 
Risky 

Slightly 
Risky 

Somewhat 
Risky 

Moderately 
Risky Risky Very Risky Extremely 

Risky 
 
 

11. The gamble: 
 

10%  *   Lose $0.75 
90% *********  Lose $0.01 
 
The gamble is played 80 times [today/in one month]. 
 
The certain amount: - $4 (Lose $4) 
 
Please choose one of the following: 
 
____ I prefer the gamble [today/in one month]. 
____ I prefer the certain amount [today/in one month]. 
____ I am indifferent between the gamble and the certain amount [today/in one month]. 
 
How risky do you believe the gamble is? Please respond using the scale below. 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Not at all 
Risky 

Slightly 
Risky 

Somewhat 
Risky 

Moderately 
Risky Risky Very Risky Extremely 

Risky 
 
 

12. The gamble [today/in one month].: 
 

1% #       Lose $11 
7% #######      Lose $10 
7% #######      Lose $9 
10% ##########      Lose $8 
28% ############################   Lose $7 
15% ###############     Lose $6 
12% ############     Lose $5 
14% ##############     Lose $4 
2% ##       Lose $3 
1% #       Lose $2 
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The certain amount: -$4 (lose $4) 
 
Please choose one of the following: 
 
____ I prefer the gamble [today/in one month]. 
____ I prefer the certain amount [today/in one month]. 
____ I am indifferent between the gamble and the certain amount [today/in one month]. 
 
How risky do you believe the gamble is? Please respond using the scale below. 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Not at all 
Risky 

Slightly 
Risky 

Somewhat 
Risky 

Moderately 
Risky Risky Very Risky Extremely 

Risky 
 

 

In the next two problems we will present you with two additional gambles. For 

these gambles you will be asked to provide estimates about the outcomes. Please read the 

questions carefully before providing your responses as these questions are slightly 

different from the previous ones. 

 

1. Please consider the following gamble: 
 
90% ********* Win $0.10 
10% *  Lose $0.50 
 
This gamble is played 150 times [today/in one month]. 
 
Suppose you take this gamble [today/in one month]. What do you think is the probability 
of losing money after all 150 trials [today/in one month]? 
 
Please indicate a probability between 0 and 1: __________________ 
 
2. Please consider the following gamble: 
 
10% *  Win $0.50 
90% ********* Lose $0.10 
 
This gamble is played 150 times [today/in one month]. 
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Suppose you take this gamble [today/in one month]. What do you think is the probability 
of losing money after all 150 trials [today/in one month]? 
 
Please indicate a probability between 0 and 1: __________________ 

 

Materials for Chapter 2, Study 2 

[High Frequency Condition] Please read the following instructions carefully. Your 

comprehension of these instructions can directly determine whether you earn extra money for 

this experiment. These instructions will not be repeated, so please be sure you understand the 

procedure of the study before continuing. 

Part 1 of the experiment consists of 9 successive rounds. In each round you will start with 

an amount of 100 cents. You must decide which part of this amount (between 0 cents and 100 

cents) you wish to bet in the following lottery. 

You have a 2/3 (67%) chance to lose the amount you bet and a  

1/3 (33%) chance to win two and a half times the amount you bet. 

You will be requested to record your choice at the beginning of each round. You will be 

asked to choose your betting amount before each round starts. Whether you win or lose will be 

determined by a random number generator. The random number generator will draw a number 

between 1 and 100 for each round. If the number is less than or equal to 33, then you win that 

round. If the number is greater than or equal to 34, then you lose the round. In any round you win 

in the lottery if the number is less than or equal to 34, and you lose if the number drawn is 

greater than or equal to 34. 
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After you have recorded your bet in the lottery for each round, the computer will, in a 

random manner, for each round pick a number. For each round a number is drawn independently. 

The number drawn is the number for the present round. If the number is less than or equal to 33, 

you win in the lottery; otherwise you lose. Since there are 100 numbers, the chance of winning in 

the lottery in a given round is 1/3 (33%) and the chance of losing is 2/3 (67%). Hence, your 

earnings in the lottery are determined as follows: if you have decided to put an amount of X 

cents in the lottery, then your earnings in the lottery for the round are equal to -X if the number 

drawn is greater than or equal to 34 (you lose the amount bet) and equal to +2.5X if the number 

drawn is less than 34 (you win two and a half times the amount bet). The number will be shown 

to you by the computer after each round. Your total earnings for each round are equal to 100 

cents (your starting amount of 100] cents) plus or minus your earnings in the lottery. 

After that, you will be requested to record your choice for the next round. Again you start 

with an amount of 100 cents, a part of which you can bet in the lottery. The same procedure as 

described above determines your earnings for this round. All subsequent rounds will also 

proceed in the same manner. After the last round has been completed, your earnings in all rounds 

will be totaled. This amount determines your total earnings for part 1 of the experiment. 

For part 2 of the experiment you will be shown your total earnings from rounds 1-9. You 

will then be asked to place three final bets for rounds 10-12. The betting procedure is the same as 

above, except that you will be betting with the money that you earned from rounds 1-9. Again, 

you will be placing a bet amount one round at a time, and this amount will be whatever portion 

remains from your total earnings. For example, if your earnings were 300 cents, and you wanted 

to bet all of your earnings, you could bet 300/3 = 100 per round. The chances of winning and 
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losing are the same as in rounds 1-9 and the same procedure will be used to determine the 

outcome of the lottery.  

At the conclusion of the survey run, 10 (out of approximately 100) participants will be 

randomly selected to receive whatever money they win or have left after round 12 as a bonus 

payment.  

 

[Low Frequency Condition] Please read the following instructions carefully. Your 

comprehension of these instructions can directly determine whether you earn extra money for 

this experiment. These instructions will not be repeated, so please be sure you understand the 

procedure of the study before continuing. 

Part 1 of the experiment consists of 9 successive rounds. In each round you will start with 

an amount of 100 cents. You must decide which part of this amount (between 0 cents and 100 

cents) you wish to bet in the following lottery: 

You have a 2/3 (67%) chance to lose the amount you bet and a 

1/3 (33%) chance to win two and a half times the amount you bet. 

  You will be placing your bets once for every three rounds, so you will be asked to choose 

your betting amount at the beginning of rounds 1, 4, and 7. Please note that you must fix your 

choice for the three rounds. Thus, if you decide to bet an amount X (0 – 100) in the lottery for 

round 1, then you also bet an amount X in the lottery for rounds 2 and 3. Therefore, three 

consecutive rounds are joined together. Whether you win or lose will be determined by a random 

number generator. The random number generator will draw a number between 1 and 100 for 

each round. If the number is less than or equal to 33, then you win that round. If the number is 

greater than or equal to 34, then you lose the round.  
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After you have recorded your bet in the lottery for the next three rounds, the computer 

will, in a random manner, for each of the next three rounds pick a number. For each of the three 

rounds a number is drawn independently. The three numbers drawn are the numbers for the 

present three rounds. If the number is less than or equal to 33, you win in the lottery; otherwise 

you lose. Since there are 100 numbers, the chance of winning in the lottery in a given round is 

1/3 (33%) and the chance of losing is 2/3 (67%). Hence, your earnings in the lottery for the three 

rounds are determined as follows: If you have decided to put an amount of X cents in the lottery, 

then your earnings in the lottery are equal to -X for each number greater than 33 (you lose the 

amount bet for the round) and equal to +2.5X for each number less than 34 (you win two and a 

half times the amount bet for the round). The three numbers will be shown to you. Your total 

earnings for the three rounds are equal to 300 cents (three times your starting amount of 100 

cents) plus or minus your earnings in the lottery. 

After that, you are requested to record your choice for the next three rounds (4-6). For 

each of the three rounds you again start with an amount of 100 cents, a part of which you can bet 

in the lottery. The same procedure as described above determines your earnings for these three 

rounds. The subsequent three rounds (7-9) will also proceed in the same manner. After the last 

round has been completed, your earnings in all rounds will be totaled. This amount determines 

your total earnings for part 1 of the experiment. 

For part 2 of the experiment you will be shown your total earnings from rounds 1-9. You 

will then be asked to place a final bet for rounds 10-12. The betting procedure is the same as 

above, except that you will be betting with the money that you earned from rounds 1-9. Again, 

you will be placing a bet amount for three rounds at a time, and this amount must be equal for 

three rounds. For example, if your earnings were 300 cents, and you wanted to bet all of your 
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earnings, your bet amount would be 300/3 = 100. The chances of winning and losing are the 

same as in rounds 1-9 and the same procedure will be used to determine the outcome of the 

lottery. 

At the end of the survey run, 10 (out of approximately 100) participants will be randomly 

selected to receive whatever money they win or have left after round 12 as a bonus payment.  

Materials for Chapter 2, Study 3 

[Instructions for Near condition] Imagine that as you are going about your daily activities 

today, we offer you the opportunity to take a gamble. Before getting into the details of that 

gamble, we’d like you to tell us about your day. What sorts of things are you doing today? How 

are you spending your time today? How would this gamble fit into your day? 

 

[Instructions for Far condition] Imagine that it is a year from now, and we offer you the 

opportunity to take a gamble. Before getting into the details of that gamble, we’d like you to tell 

us about where you think you’ll be in a year. What sorts of things will you be doing next year? 

Why will you be spending your time that way? Why might you take a gamble at that point in 

your life? 

 

Problem Bracketing Condition: 
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1. The gamble is made up of 150 smaller gambles, all played [today/in one year]. Each 
block below represents one of the smaller gambles. Within each block the black dots 
represent the chances of winning $0.10, and the red dot represents the chances of 
losing $0.50. 
 

                 
 

The certain amount: $3 
 
Please choose one of the following: 
 
____ I prefer the gamble [today/in one year]. 
____ I prefer the certain amount [today/in one year]. 
____ I am indifferent between the gamble and the certain amount [today/in one year]. 
 

How risky do you believe the gamble is? Please respond using the scale below. 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Not at all 
Risky 

Slightly 
Risky 

Somewhat 
Risky 

Moderately 
Risky Risky Very Risky Extremely 

Risky 
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2. The gamble is made up of 120 smaller gambles, all played [today/in one year]. Each 

block below represents one of the smaller gambles. Within each block the black dots 
represent the chances of winning $0.25, and the red dots represent the chances of 
losing $0.15.    

 

   
 
 

The certain amount: $3 
 
Please choose one of the following: 
 
____ I prefer the gamble [today/in one year]. 
____ I prefer the certain amount [today/in one year]. 
____ I am indifferent between the gamble and the certain amount [today/in one year]. 
 

How risky do you believe the gamble is? Please respond using the scale below. 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Not at all 
Risky 

Slightly 
Risky 

Somewhat 
Risky 

Moderately 
Risky Risky Very Risky Extremely 

Risky 
   

Outcome Bracketing Condition: 

1. The gamble [today/in one year]: 
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The certain amount: $3 
 
Please choose one of the following: 
 
____ I prefer the gamble [today/in one year]. 
____ I prefer the certain amount [today/in one year]. 
____ I am indifferent between the gamble and the certain amount [today/in one year]. 
 

How risky do you believe the gamble is? Please respond using the scale below. 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Not at all 
Risky 

Slightly 
Risky 

Somewhat 
Risky 

Moderately 
Risky Risky Very Risky Extremely 

Risky 
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2. The gamble [today/in one year]: 

 

The certain amount: $3 
 
Please choose one of the following: 
 
____ I prefer the gamble [today/in one year]. 
____ I prefer the certain amount [today/in one year]. 
____ I am indifferent between the gamble and the certain amount [today/in one year]. 
 

How risky do you believe the gamble is? Please respond using the scale below. 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Not at all 
Risky 

Slightly 
Risky 

Somewhat 
Risky 

Moderately 
Risky Risky Very Risky Extremely 

Risky 
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